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ABSTRACT 
The spaceflight environment presents many challenges to the human body. Bone loss 
in astronauts is a well known consequence of reduced loading in the weightless 
environment of low-earth orbit. Recent studies have also indicated that spaceflight 
relevant types of radiation (at relatively high doses) have deleterious effects on trabecular 
bone. Both of these represent potential skeletal challenges during long-duration 
spaceflight. The objective of these studies is to examine the response of bone to models 
of the spaceflight environment.  
Astronauts will likely absorb doses of protons and heavy ions during lengthy 
missions outside the Earth’s magnetosphere. Following exposure to a range of doses of 
proton radiation, mouse bones displayed deterioration after receiving doses of one and 
two Gray (Gy), but not at one-half Gy. A one Gy absorbed dose is a potential scenario 
during a solar particle event. Mixed radiation source exposure (e.g. neutrons, protons, 
iron ions) characterize galactic cosmic rays. Trabecular bone loss in mice occurred after 
receiving a dose modeling what an astronaut may absorb during a mission to Mars. 
Additionally, the same dose led to cortical bone loss, which has not previously been 
demonstrated at spaceflight-relevant doses. When mice were irradiated with protons (one 
Gy) followed by unloading using a ground-based model of microgravity, bone loss was 
again observed. The unloading-induced bone loss in this study was much more severe 
than that which occurs during long-duration spaceflight. Because of the severity of this 
bone loss, it is not clear if radiation leads to additional bone loss when combined with 
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unloading. However, there are indications of an additive negative effect of radiation and 
unloading.  
These studies demonstrate that spaceflight-relevant doses and types of radiation have 
deleterious effects on the skeletal system. Further study is necessary to understand the 
mechanisms behind radiation-induced bone loss. Additionally, further examination of the 
combined effect of radiation and unloading is necessary in order to understand 
spaceflight-induced bone loss and effectively develop countermeasures.  
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 CHAPTER ONE 
PROJECT RATIONALE 
 
GENERAL HYPOTHESIS 
The spaceflight environment presents many challenges to the human body. Bone loss 
in astronauts is a well known consequence of reduced loading in the weightless 
environment of low-earth orbit. Recent studies have also indicated that spaceflight 
relevant types of radiation (at relatively high doses) have deleterious effects on trabecular 
bone.  Both of these represent potential skeletal challenges during long-duration 
spaceflight.  
The general hypothesis for this dissertation is that exposure to appropriate models of 
spaceflight-relevant radiation (especially realistic types and doses facing astronauts) will 
negatively impact bone. The intent is to characterize how spaceflight radiation affects 
bone, particularly in the context of other spaceflight-related challenges. The approach for 
examining this hypothesis includes: 1) Examine the effects of several spaceflight-relevant 
doses of proton radiation on bone; 2) Examine how variable doses of iron radiation 
within an animal effects the response of bone; and 3) Combine proton radiation with 
subsequent hindlimb unloading to more appropriately model the spaceflight environment 
and examine the response of bone.  
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SPECIFIC AIMS 
Aim 1: Determine the long-term dose response of cortical and trabecular mouse bone to 
acute, whole body proton radiation. 
Hypothesis: The degree of bone atrophy increases as absorbed dose of proton radiation 
increases.  
Approach: Female C57BL/6J mice were exposed to 0, 0.5, 1, or 2 Gy of whole-body 
proton radiation and euthanized approximately four months later. Bone microarchitecture 
was quantified via microcomputed tomography (microCT). Serum markers of bone 
turnover were quantified using ELISA. Measures of bone strength, mineralization, and 
formation rates were determined using mechanical testing, ashing, and quantitative 
histomorphometry. 
 
Aim 2: Within a single animal model, observe the differential response of bone to 
irradiation following various absorbed doses of mixed particles at different skeletal sites.  
Hypothesis: Bone atrophy will occur to a greater degree at skeletal sites exposed to 
higher doses of mixed particle radiation.  
Approach: Sixteen-week-old male C57BL/6 mice were exposed to either 1 GeV iron 
radiation or served as non-irradiated controls. The radiation was collimated such that the 
brain received 2.4 Gy, the proximal humerus received 0.47 Gy, and the proximal tibia 
received 33.6 cGy. Cortical and trabecular bone microarchitecture was examined using 
tomography (microCT). Additionally, the response of skeletal muscle was examined by 
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measuring the fiber cross-sectional area and number of myofibers with centrally-located 
nuclei in the triceps brachii.  
 
Aim 3: From mature mice, evaluate the response of both cortical and trabecular bone to 
proton irradiation followed by a four week long period of disuse.  
Hypothesis: Irradiation followed by disuse will have greater negative effects on bone 
than either disuse or irradiation alone. 
Approach: Sixteen-week-old female C57BL/6 mice were exposed to either 1 Gy of 250 
MeV protons or served as non-irradiated controls. One day after exposure, half the 
irradiated mice and half the control mice were hindlimb suspended, with the remainder 
serving as normally loaded controls. Mice were euthanized after 4 weeks of unloading. 
Bone microarchitecture was quantified via microcomputed tomography (microCT). 
Serum markers of bone turnover were quantified using ELISA. Measures of bone 
strength and mineralization were determined using mechanical testing and ashing. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
GENERAL BACKGROUND 
 
 
BONE BIOLOGY, MEASUREMENTS, AND MECHANICS 
Bone Composition 
Bone is comprised of two primary constituents: a mineral component (50-70% of 
bone) and an organic matrix (approximately 35% of mammalian bone) (Currey 2002; 
Robey and Boskey 2006). The mineral component is mostly calcium salts, and 99% of 
the calcium in the body is stored in bone (Specker 1996). Crystalline salts are 
predominantly hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) that are deposited within the organic 
matrix. Bone is also a repository for other ions, such as magnesium, sodium, potassium, 
and carbonate ions. A small amount of the organic matrix (5-10%) consists of cells and 
ground substance; however, a large portion (90-95%) of the organic matrix is collagen.  
The outer surface of bone is surrounded by a highly vascularized and innervated 
double membrane called the periosteum, which consists of a sheet of fibrous connective 
tissue with an inner cellular layer (Van De Graaff 1998; Dempster 2006). An incomplete 
thin cellular membrane called the endosteum exists on the inner surface of bone. (Figure 
2.1) 
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FIG. 2.1. The general structure of a long bone. Represented are the periosteum and 
endosteum and the typical distribution of cortical and trabecular bone. Reproduced from 
(http://training.seer.cancer.gov/module_anatomy/unit3_4_bone_classification.html). 
 
Bone is present in two forms within the body: cortical and trabecular (also referred to 
as spongy or cancellous bone) (Figure 2.1). Cortical bone is dense bone that forms the 
outside protective layer of bone. Trabecular bone is a network of plates and struts within 
the interior of bones (Figure 2.1). Cortical bone accounts for approximately 80% of the 
skeletal mass. While trabecular bone only contributes about 20% to mass, it accounts for 
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almost 70% of bone surface (Jee 2002). The amount of trabecular and cortical bone is 
highly site specific. Some sites (such as the femoral head and neck and vertebrae) have a 
large percentage of trabecular bone, while other areas (such as the diaphysis of many 
long bones) are almost entirely cortical bone (Dempster 2006).  
Bone is constantly responding to external stimuli and physiological conditions. The 
three primary cells responsible for maintaining and adapting bone are osteoclasts, 
osteoblasts, and osteocytes. The function of the osteoclast is to resorb bone. Bone 
resorption occurs when the osteoclast adheres to the bone surface and releases acids and 
proteolytic enzymes (Martini 2004). In the acidic environment, the proteases will digest 
the collagen and bone matrix (Zaidi, Blair et al. 2003), leaving a resorption cavity on the 
surface of the bone. Once bone has been resorbed, intercellular signaling initiates the 
formation of new bone by osteoblasts. To form new bone, osteoblasts secrete collagenous 
osteoid. This osteoid mineralizes over time to form mature bone. After new bone is 
formed, most osteoblasts die, but some also become embedded in the bone matrix and 
function to help maintain bone as osteocytes (Walsh and Choi 2003).  
The maintenance of the skeleton by bone resorption and subsequent formation is 
termed remodeling. In general the rate of bone formation and bone resorption are 
equivalent in mature bone (Blair, Zhou et al. 2006; Gass and Dawson-Hughes 2006), 
leaving minimal changes in overall bone mass. Bone remodeling (turnover) occurs at a 
much higher rate in trabecular bone than in cortical bone, with around 2% of cortical 
bone and approximately 15-20% of trabecular bone being remodeled per year (van der 
Linden, Homminga et al. 2001; Dempster 2006). The process of remodeling performs 
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several functions. First, it allows the skeleton to adapt to loading conditions by changing 
mass, geometry, or matrix constituents (Bouxsein 2005). Second, it serves to replace 
older, less mechanically sound bone with newer bone. Third, it permits the release or 
sequestration of minerals stored in bone to maintain mineral homeostasis (Dempster 
2006).  
 
Bone Measurements 
When investigating bone, bone diseases, and the effects that external stimuli have on 
bone, various bone measurement techniques are implemented. The high density of bone 
minerals attenuates x-rays, and this is the basis for many of the most prevalent bone 
imaging and measurement techniques. A widely used clinical technique for bone 
measurement is dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA). As the name implies, DXA 
uses energies of x-rays to detect the mineral content (BMC) in the measured area, which 
is normalized to area, resulting in the measured bone mineral density (BMD) (Damilakis, 
Maris et al. 2007). As this is not a true density, it is often termed areal BMD (aBMD), 
and is expressed in g/cm2. DXA can be applied to many areas of the body, but the spine 
and hip are standard sites of measurement (Damilakis, Maris et al. 2007).  
Although DXA has advantages and is currently widely applied, it has several 
limitations including the inability to separate cortical and trabecular bone and variability 
due to changes in bone size (Lang, Keyak et al. 1997). To overcome these limitations 
quantitative computed tomography (QCT) has been developed (Lang, Keyak et al. 1997). 
Due to CT slices being a volume, QCT reports a volumetric BMD (vBMD), as opposed 
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to aBMD. Additionally, QCT has the ability to segment cortical and trabecular bone 
(Damilakis, Maris et al. 2007). QCT typically uses calibrated standard whole body CT 
scanners with slice thicknesses on the order of 3 mm (Lang, Keyak et al. 1997). 
Advanced CT scanners achieve higher resolution images with slice thicknesses of 0.5 
mm (Damilakis, Maris et al. 2007). As QCT typically involves a whole-body CT scanner, 
the investment and upkeep expenses are large. A lower cost alternative, peripheral QCT 
(pQCT) has been developed (Damilakis, Maris et al. 2007). pQCT functions in 
essentially the same way as standard QCT, but can only measure the peripheral skeleton 
(e.g. radius and tibia) (Damilakis, Maris et al. 2007). Measurement of these areas may not 
represent bone parameters in other areas such as the hip and spine, and this should be 
considered when using pQCT.  
MicroCT (µCT) has been developed as a technology to achieve higher spatial 
resolution, generally on the order of 1-20 µm (Turner, Hsieh et al. 2000; Damilakis, 
Maris et al. 2007). However, µCT is generally limited to a small samples (ex vivo 
measurements) and animal or peripheral human in vivo measurements (Damilakis, Maris 
et al. 2007). In addition to BMD, modalities that segment cortical and trabecular bone can 
report many bone parameters. One of the most widely used is bone volume fraction 
(BV/TV), which is cortical or trabecular bone volume normalized to the measured 
volume of interest. Commonly reported trabecular bone parameters (termed trabecular 
architecture) include connectivity density (ConnD), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), 
trabecular number (Tb.N), and trabecular separation (Tb.Sp) (Turner, Hsieh et al. 2000; 
Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 2006).  
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Bone Biomechanics 
The ability of bone to handle external loading is a critical function (Turner 2002; 
Bouxsein 2005). Loads can be applied to bone through normal activity (standing, 
running, walking), but they can also be applied during traumatic events. The 
susceptibility to fracture (bone fragility) is affected by several aspects including strength, 
brittleness, and work to failure (Turner 2002). Bone has the capability of adapting to 
external loading (and other environmental factors) through alteration of morphological 
features of the bone, and thus affecting bone strength. The determinants of bone strength 
are categorized into structural and material properties (Bouxsein 2005; Felsenberg and 
Boonen 2005). Structural properties include the mass of bone and its distribution, while 
material properties include the matrix constituents and microdamage. (Bouxsein 2005; 
Felsenberg and Boonen 2005). 
 
Structural Properties 
The amount of bone and distribution determine the structural properties of bone 
(Bouxsein 2005; Felsenberg and Boonen 2005). As previously discussed, the most 
prevalent clinical bone measurement is BMD. While BMD is a strong factor for fracture 
risk, it can only account for up to 60-70% of bone strength (Friedman, 2006; Turner, 
2006). Thus, other factors contribute significantly to bone strength. These other factors 
are termed bone quality (Burr 2004).  
The distribution of bone (its shape) is an important factor in bone quality. Bone shape 
(and other factors) makes long bones strongest in compression (Currey 2002). Bones are 
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not as strong in tension, and tension is usually the mode of failure in bending (Currey 
2002). Typically, bones are weakest in resisting shearing loads. Normal loading of limb 
bones principally occurs by bending moments (Rubin and Rubin 2006). Accordingly, the 
ability to handle bending moments is especially responsive to the distribution of bone 
(Forwood 2001; Burr and Turner 2003; Bouxsein 2005). As previously mentioned, the 
diaphysis of long bones is essentially all cortical bone forming a hollow, tube-like 
structure. By distributing bone mass further away from the neutral axis of the bone, the 
area moment of inertia of a cross section of the diaphysis, and the resistance to bending, 
can be increased (Burr and Turner 2003; Rubin and Rubin 2006). Thus, the same amount 
of bone can have a higher resistance to bending, if the bone is distributed properly 
(further from the neutral axis) (Figure 2.2), and small increases in mass on the periosteal 
surface can lead to much larger changes in strength (Figure 2.3). Similarly, polar moment 
of inertia, resistance to torsion, increases with area moment of inertia.  
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FIG. 2.2. Models of bone architecture. Representations of long bone diaphysis cross 
sections demonstrating that changes in geometry without changes in bone mass can have 
an effect on bone strength. Adapted from Bouxsein (2005). 
 
Another factor affecting the strength of cortical bone is porosity. Relatively constant 
features, including canals for vascularity, contribute to cortical porosity. Additionally, the 
remodeling process can generate resorption cavities, contributing to porosity (Mundy, 
Chen et al. 2003; Augat and Schorlemmer 2006). Porosity is a primary determinant of 
cortical bone strength (Bouxsein 2005), and small changes can lead to large changes in 
Young’s modulus and strength (Davison, Siminoski et al. 2006). Intracortical porosity 
(determined by pore number and size) accounts for approximately 70% of Young’s 
modulus and 55% of yield stress in cortical bone (Augat and Schorlemmer 2006). In 
addition to directly affecting bone strength, porosity produced by resorption pits can also 
create stress concentrations and lead to further damage (Seeman and Delmas 2006). 
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FIG. 2.3. Models of bone apposition Representations of long bone diaphysis cross 
sections demonstrating that small changes in bone mass can have relatively large effects 
on bone strength. Adapted from Bouxsein (2005). 
 
The amount and distribution of trabecular bone is also important in the ability of a 
bone to handle loading. The trabecular network acts to transfer loading applied to the 
joints at the end of long bones to cortical bone in the diaphysis (Burr and Turner 2003; 
Felsenberg and Boonen 2005). Trabecular bone is able to efficiently accomplish this 
because of the general alignment of the individual trabeculae along the orientation of the 
greatest stresses and at right angles with one another (Currey 2002; Robling, Castillo et 
al. 2006). The trabeculae along the axis of loading transfer the applied forces while the 
struts at right angles serve to connect adjacent struts and maintain efficient force 
distribution (van der Linden, Homminga et al. 2001). Trabecular bone has a lower 
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Young’s modulus and can experience greater strains than cortical bone (Cullinane and 
Einhorn 2002).  
Trabecular architecture is an important contributor to bone strength. The amount of 
trabecular bone (BV/TV) is critical in determining bone strength (Davison, Siminoski et 
al. 2006). The number, thickness, and connectivity of the trabecular struts influence the 
ability of the trabecular network to efficiently transfer loads. A loss of connectivity of a 
horizontal strut can effectively increase the length of the vertical strut (Figure 2.4); the 
strength of the trabecular strut is inversely proportional to the square of the unsupported 
length (Currey 2002; Davison, Siminoski et al. 2006). Therefore, for equivalent losses in 
BV/TV, loss of connectivity has a much greater effect on bone strength and Young’s 
modulus than does trabecular thinning (Silva and Gibson 1997; Guo and Kim 2002; 
Seeman and Delmas 2006). Accordingly, osteopenic patients with vertebral compression 
fractures had four times the trabecular termini (disconnections) as patients without 
fractures, even with the same measured levels of trabecular bone (Aaron, Shore et al. 
2000). Furthermore, it has been calculated that increases in trabecular thickness cannot 
recover the strength deficit due to lost trabecular numbers and connectivity (Guo and 
Kim 2002). Additionally, it has been indicated that fractures of trabeculae producing loss 
of connectivity are not repaired (van der Linden, Homminga et al. 2001). The integrity of 
the trabecular network is critical for the preservation of bone strength.  
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FIG. 2.4. Demonstration of the loss of horizontal trabecular struts. Loss of a horizontal 
strut effectively increases the length of the vertical trabeculae and decreases buckling 
strength. Adapted from Bouxsein (2005). 
 
Excessive remodeling can also affect the strength of the trabecular network. As in 
cortical bone, resorption cavities create stress concentrations and substantially weaken 
trabecular bone. However, unlike thick cortical bone, the resorption cavities in trabecular 
bone are large in comparison to the thickness of the trabeculae. For example, a human 
trabecular strut may be around 100 µm thick and may have resorption cavities on the 
order of 40-60 µm in depth (van der Linden, Homminga et al. 2001; Hernandez, Gupta et 
al. 2006). Calculations using µCT images and finite element models have determined that 
resorption cavities cause reduced stiffness and yield strength (Hernandez, Gupta et al. 
2006). The consequences of trabecular bone loss by accumulation of resorption pits may 
be more severe than thinning of the trabeculae. For instance, a 20% decline in BV/TV 
due to resorption pits results in a decrease in overall trabecular network stiffness of 50%, 
while the similar losses due to thinning only reduce stiffness by 30% (van der Linden, 
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Homminga et al. 2001). The compromised sites experience higher stresses and strains, 
increasing the likelihood of buckling and failure of the trabeculae. Models have also 
shown that remodeling targeted to areas of high strain has a greater impact on mechanical 
properties that non-targeted resorption (Hernandez, Gupta et al. 2006). Stress 
concentrations at these sites can also lead to microdamage, where cracks can initiate and 
decrease bone quality (Parfitt 1984; van der Linden, Homminga et al. 2001).  
Decreased quality or fracture of individual trabeculae will lead to loads being 
transferred to the surrounding trabeculae (van der Linden, Homminga et al. 2001). This 
may further stimulate remodeling in these trabeculae. Additionally, the targeted repair of 
microdamage from stress concentrations may lead to increased remodeling (Mashiba, 
Hirano et al. 2000; Burr and Turner 2003; Seeman and Delmas 2006).  
 
Material Properties 
Similar to the properties of whole bone, the mineral content of bone resists 
compression forces well, and is relatively ineffective at withstanding tensile forces 
(Augat and Schorlemmer 2006). As bone becomes more highly mineralized, the Young’s 
modulus and strength also increase (Bouxsein 2005). However, increased mineralization 
is also accompanied by increased brittleness and decreased energy absorption capabilities 
(Davison, Siminoski et al. 2006). Thus, it is important for bones to have a high enough 
mineral content to have appropriate stiffness, but not to be too highly mineralized as to 
decrease toughness (Davison, Siminoski et al. 2006). In addition to the mineralization of 
bone, the crystal size has an effect on the material properties of bone. Young bone is 
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composed of a mix of small and large crystals, and secondary mineralization increases 
the size and number of crystals (Augat and Schorlemmer 2006; Davison, Siminoski et al. 
2006). As a shift towards either more smaller or larger crystals decreases bone strength, a 
balance of crystal size is thought to provide optimal material properties (Augat and 
Schorlemmer 2006; Davison, Siminoski et al. 2006).  
The organic content (predominantly collagen) contributes significantly to the 
toughness of bone and allows for flexibility (Burr 2002; Wang, Shen et al. 2002; 
Davison, Siminoski et al. 2006). The collagen fibers can increase bone toughness with 
more cross-linking. Aging often leads to less fiber cross-linking, and thus decreased 
toughness (Burr 2002; Davison, Siminoski et al. 2006). Additionally, collagen fibers add 
to the tensile strength and toughness of bone by generally orienting the fibers in the 
cortical bone along the long axis of the bone, which experience tensile loading due to 
applied bending moments (Burr 2002; Wang, Shen et al. 2002; Skedros, Dayton et al. 
2006).  
Normal loading of bone, with stresses less than those causing structural failure, can 
fatigue bone and can result in microdamage (Robling, Castillo et al. 2006). Microcracks 
are usually on the order of 30-100 µm in length (Augat and Schorlemmer 2006). The 
formation of new microcracks effectively dissipates energy during loading, but can 
degrade the stiffness and strength of the bone (Augat and Schorlemmer 2006). However, 
it is thought that inhibition of microcrack propagation is more important to mechanical 
competence than the suppression of new crack formation (Augat and Schorlemmer 2006). 
Reduction of bone mass because of increased porosity reduces the energy absorbing 
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capacity of bone, effectively decreasing the resistance to crack propagation (Augat and 
Schorlemmer 2006; Seeman and Delmas 2006).  
 
SPACE EXPLORATION 
The “Vision for Space Exploration” sets forth NASA’s strategic plan for a return to 
the moon and eventual human exploration of Mars (NASA 2006). These missions are 
going to be of long duration, with lunar missions expected to last ~180 days, Mars orbit 
missions expected to last ~600 days, and Mars exploration missions expected to last 
~1000 days (Hoffman and Kaplan 1997; Cucinotta and Durante 2006). The spaceflight 
environment during these long-duration missions will be complex, and has the potential 
to have adverse biological effects. Two factors of the spaceflight environment that are of 
major concern are weightlessness and radiation (NASA 2006). Weightlessness influences 
many aspects of the body including bone, muscle, the cardiovascular system, and 
vestibular system. While the effects of radiation are somewhat less known, typical studies 
of radiation examine cancer risk, effect on the central nervous system, effect on the 
immune system, the vascular system, and recently bone. Much study is needed before the 
effect of the spaceflight environment on humans can be understood, and the necessary 
countermeasures developed for safe human exploration of the solar system.  
Spaceflight and Bone Loss 
During spaceflight astronauts experience a complex environment different from that 
on Earth. One of the major components of this environment is microgravity (or 
weightlessness). While in low Earth orbit (where nearly all spaceflight with living things 
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has occurred), astronauts are in freefall and are thus essentially weightless. Beyond low 
Earth orbit, astronauts will experience less gravity, and are similarly weightless. This 
weightlessness results in decreased loading of the skeleton. As previously discussed, the 
skeletal system adapts to the amount of loading it experiences. Therefore, astronauts lose 
bone during spaceflight.  
While humans have been going to space for several decades and bone loss due to 
spaceflight has long been a known result (Vogel and Whittle 1976; Rambaut and 
Johnston 1979), relatively little information has been published in peer-reviewed articles 
and allows for minimal conclusions (Turner 2000). Studies using less sensitive 
techniques such as DXA have reported losses in BMD, but with great individual 
variability (Tilton, Degioanni et al. 1980; Grigoriev, Oganov et al. 1998). In addition, the 
losses appear to be greatly site specific, with the greatest degree of loss coming in the 
lower body (Grigoriev, Oganov et al. 1998). Additionally, early studies demonstrated the 
possibility of greater bone loss due to longer duration flight (Tilton, Degioanni et al. 
1980). While these studies produced important information, the limitations of the 
methods used to measure bone loss were great. The technology only allowed for the 
measurement of bone mineral in a given site (translated into BMD for DXA), and could 
not distinguish between cortical and trabecular bone. More advanced technology (QCT) 
has recently been applied to allow for more thorough analysis of the bone loss in 
astronauts after spaceflight (Vico, Collet et al. 2000; Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004).  
In the first study to implement pQCT to investigate bone loss after spaceflight in 
humans, Vico and colleagues measured cortical and trabecular BMD in the distal tibia of 
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cosmonauts after 1, 2, and 6 month missions (Vico, Collet et al. 2000). Trabecular bone 
loss of ~1 to 2% was seen in the 1 month flights, with no significant loss in cortical bone. 
After a 2 month flight, cosmonauts had ~1.5% loss in trabecular bone, and up to 1.9% 
loss in cortical bone in the tibia. After 6 months, mean bone loss was 5.4% in trabecular 
bone and 1.8% in cortical bone. This study also measured cortical and trabecular BMD in 
the distal radius, but found no significant changes for any duration mission. While sample 
sizes for this study were small (n=2 for the 1 and 2 month durations and n =11 for the 6 
month duration) and individual variability was great, important insight were gained. As 
change in the percentage of trabecular and cortical bone was observed in the tibia, with 
no corresponding changes in the radius, bone loss appears to be site-specific and is likely 
more prominent in bones that are weight bearing in normal gravity conditions. 
Additionally, bone loss is proportionally greater in trabecular bone compared to cortical. 
Due to the low sample size and high variability, it is difficult to interpret whether a 
duration dependency exists.  
In the second study to investigate cortical and trabecular bone loss in astronauts, Lang 
and colleagues implemented vQCT to examine possible bone and site-specific bone loss 
in the spine and hip (Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004). Astronauts in this investigation flew on 
the International Space Station (ISS) for 4-6 month missions. In the spine, astronauts 
overall vBMD declined at a rate of 0.9% per month, with trabecular loss being slightly 
smaller (0.7% per month). Unlike previous studies demonstrating greater loss in the 
posterior elements of the vertebrae (Oganov, Cann et al. 1990), Lang et al showed no 
differences in the amount of loss in the posterior elements and the vertebral bodies. In the 
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proximal femur, astronauts had BMC and vBMD declines of 1.2 to 1.6% per month 
depending on site (femoral neck, trochanter, or overall). In cortical bone, astronauts had a 
1.6 to 1.7% per month decline in BMC. While cortical vBMD changes were much 
smaller in the femur (0.3 to 0.4% per month), possible confounding factors exist. The 
cortical regions of interest were defined by thresholding each individual scan, and were 
significantly smaller for all regions postflight. Thus, while cortical bone was lost (as 
represented by declines in BMC), the smaller volumes used to calculate vBMD postflight 
may have under-represented the declines in cortical vBMD. While trabecular bone had 
much smaller absolute declines (over 90% of the overall loss by mass was from cortical 
bone), trabecular bone had much higher percentage declines in BMC and vBMD, 1.9 to 
2.4% per month and 2.2 to 2.7% per month, respectively. This correlates well with 
previous results (Vico, Collet et al. 2000). It was also noted that losses of cortical bone in 
the femur were not accompanied by declines in cross-sectional area, indicating that 
cortical loss occurred in the endosteal region without periosteal apposition to 
accommodate (Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004). These changes would likely lead to a decrease 
in bone strength, so Lang et al also used the scans to calculate estimated strength indices. 
Astronauts had 2.5% and 2.3% declines in bending strength index and compressive 
strength index in the femoral neck, respectively, and a 1.9% decline in compressive 
strength index in the vertebra (Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004). While these are only strength 
estimates, they do demonstrate that the bone lost in astronauts does translate into 
compromised mechanical competency. 
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Relatively little is known about the mechanisms behind spaceflight-induced bone 
loss. Minimal studies have been performed looking at the biochemical markers of bone 
turnover (Turner 2000). In addition to the low sample size and individual variability 
present in all human spaceflight studies of bone, many of the studies of bone turnover 
have only measured markers before and after spaceflight, which may confound the 
analyses by confusing landing, recovery, and spaceflight effects. Furthermore, of the few 
studies that have examined bone markers during flight, most have been limited to a single 
astronaut, making definitive conclusions difficult. However, as a general trend, markers 
for bone resorption have increased during flight and markers of formation have either 
remained stable or declined during flight (Collet, Uebelhart et al. 1997; Caillot-
Augusseau, Lafage-Proust et al. 1998). In the first study to look comprehensively at 
resorption during flight, the resorption markers of astronauts were compared before, 
during, and after one, two, and three month missions. While some variability existed, 
results showed elevated bone resorption as early as one week into flight, with resorption 
markers remaining elevated as long as three weeks after flight (Smith, Nillen et al. 1998). 
In a more recent study investigating resorption and formation before, during, and after 
four to six months of spaceflight, elevated markers of bone resorption were again found 
early in spaceflight and remained elevated up to four months after landing (Smith, 
Wastney et al. 2005). Additionally, markers of bone formation did not change during 
spaceflight, and only became elevated in response to reloading one to two weeks after 
landing (Smith, Wastney et al. 2005). Changes in bone resorption without corresponding 
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changes in formation (or perhaps opposite changes), demonstrate a unique uncoupling of 
bone turnover in response to spaceflight.  
Another issue of concern is the degree to which astronauts recover from spaceflight-
induced bone loss. One of the earliest examinations of this found lack of recovery of 
mineral content in the calcaneus five years after flight (Tilton, Degioanni et al. 1980). 
Measurement of cosmonauts with a recovery period equal to the flight period revealed 
some recovery of trabecular bone and minimal recovery of cortical bone after two months 
of reambulation and no recovery of cortical or trabecular bone after six months of 
reambulation (Vico, Collet et al. 2000). In a more recent study, recovery of the proximal 
femur was measured one year after spaceflight missions of four to six months (Lang, 
Leblanc et al. 2006). While the bone mass of the proximal femur did return to preflight 
values, it was accompanied by an increase in volume and did not translate into a complete 
recovery of vBMD in either the overall proximal femur or the femoral neck. While 
trabecular bone recovered more in terms of percentage than did cortical bone, neither 
returned to preflight values (Lang, Leblanc et al. 2006). The increase in bone mass and 
accompanying increase in volume, suggests periosteal apposition as a response to 
reloading. This is likely a mechanism of adaptation of bone to increased loading to 
increase bone strength. However, the increase in bone mass, even with the changes in 
geometry, did not lead to recovered estimated bending strength index or compressive 
strength index (Lang, Leblanc et al. 2006). In an attempt to longitudinally describe the 
recovery of bone after long-duration spaceflight, a retrospective study has recently been 
performed. While this recovery is again site-specific, mathematical modeling shows 50% 
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recovery of BMD in the proximal femur taking 7-9 months with complete recovery 
estimated at about three years (Sibonga, Evans et al. 2007).  
 
Animal Models in Space 
Gathering information from human spaceflight suffers from many limitations: limited 
numbers of astronauts flying, a genetically and physically diverse subject pool, and 
restrictions in the invasiveness of techniques used to collect data. As such, animal models 
have been used to overcome many of these limitations. While spaceflight occurs 
relatively infrequently, larger numbers of animals can be flown to increase sample size. 
Also, the variability of the animals flown can be tightly controlled. Animal strain, sex, 
age, mass, and other relevant characteristics can be selected to maintain a uniform subject 
pool. Another advantage to flying animals to investigate bone loss in space is the invasive 
techniques that can be employed to understand the mechanisms.  
While the possibilities of animal models in spaceflight are great, the knowledge 
gained about spaceflight-induced bone loss from these animal models leaves a great deal 
yet to be studied. There are a greater number of published works about bone loss in 
animal models, but the conclusions that can be drawn are not many. The most prevalent 
model used to study bone loss has been the rat (Turner 2000). Rats were flown on the 
Russian Cosmos missions 605, 782, 936, 1129, 1514, 1667, 1887, and 2044 and on Space 
Shuttle missions STS-51B, 40, 41, 52, 57, 58, 60, 62, 63, 77, and 78 (Morey-Holton, 
Halloran et al. 2000). Spaceflight has lead to a reduction of mechanical properties 
including strength, stiffness (Shaw, Vailas et al. 1988), and torsional strength (Turner, 
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Bell et al. 1985). Additionally, bone mineral mass (Jee, Wronski et al. 1983) and density 
(Lafage-Proust, Collet et al. 1998) and trabecular bone volume, number, and thickness 
(Vico, Chappard et al. 1988) all decrease in microgravity. In contrast to humans, the 
mechanisms behind the changes in bone morphology and strength in rats appears to be a 
sharp decline in bone formation, which was detected in the first flight of rats (Morey and 
Baylink 1978), with little or no change in resorption. However, this highlights an 
important limitation: all rats that have been flown in space have been relatively young, 
growing (i.e., not skeletally mature) rats, primarily due to weight concerns. The decrease 
in formation appears to be a cessation of growth, namely periosteal apposition. Thus, it is 
difficult to translate the information gained from these studies on rats towards knowledge 
in adult humans.  
It is important to note that there is also variability in the measured response of rat 
bone to spaceflight. In fact, in several flights no skeletal changes have been observed 
(Bateman, Zimmerman et al. 1998; Wronski, Li et al. 1998). Many non-environmental 
factors can influence the response of bone to spaceflight, including the age (as previously 
discussed) and strain of the animal, the duration of spaceflight, and the time after landing 
before animals are euthanized (Morey-Holton, Halloran et al. 2000). The possible effects 
of how the study animals are housed (in groups vs. singly) and the hardware used have 
been recognized as possible contributors to the observed variations in skeletal changes 
(Morey-Holton, Halloran et al. 2000). Animal housing hardware used aboard the Space 
Shuttle may have blunted the detrimental effects of microgravity: group housing and 
animal crowding cause artificial skeletal loading that opposes the effects of microgravity.  
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Mice have been flown as an alternative to rats, allowing for larger sample sizes while 
alleviating crowding issues. Mice flown for twelve days had decreased bone formation 
and increased resorption, accompanied by a reduction in femoral elastic strength 
(Bateman, Morony et al. 2002). However, this study also has many of the limitations of 
previous rat studies, including the use of non-skeletally mature animals. While flying 
animals in space as a model for human bone loss represents a great opportunity, minimal 
conclusions can be drawn from these studies. 
 
Ground-Based Animal Models 
Given the small number of spaceflights and the limited opportunity to put animals on 
these flights, ground-based animal models are necessary to progress research in 
unloading-induced bone loss. Hindlimb suspension (HLS) is the primary ground-based 
model used to simulate weightlessness and study aspects of musculoskeletal unloading.  
It was first developed in rats in the 1970s at NASA and subsequently modified for mice 
(Morey, Sabelman et al. 1979; Simske, Guerra et al. 1992). In this model, the rat or 
mouse is suspended by its tail with its body at approximately a 30° angle with the floor 
(Figure 2.5), allowing for relatively normal forelimb weightbearing and unloading of the 
hindlimbs (Morey-Holton and Globus 2002).  
As with spaceflight data, most HLS data are obtained from skeletally immature 
animals (≤ 3 months), with the physiological changes in bone being primarily due to 
disruptions in modeling and growth. However, some skeletally mature animals have been 
studied using HLS. Adult rats (six months old) showed decreased cortical bone formation 
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as early as two weeks into suspension, with minimal recovery during the unloading 
period (Dehority, Halloran et al. 1999; Bloomfield, Allen et al. 2002; Hefferan, Evans et 
al. 2003). Trabecular bone has been shown to respond more rapidly, with decreases in 
formation as early as one week of suspension (Dehority, Halloran et al. 1999). Minimal 
examinations of resorption parameters have been reported, but increase in medullary area 
has been documented, indicating elevated bone resorption (Hefferan, Kennedy et al. 
2003). The response of other bone parameters in mature rats have been more variable, 
with some studies reporting 6-8% declines in BMC, as well as ash weight and calcium 
content, after two weeks of suspension (Vico, Bourrin et al. 1995), and others reporting 
no change in overall or cortical BMD after 2-4 weeks (Bloomfield, Allen et al. 2002; 
Hefferan, Evans et al. 2003). Trabecular bone density has been shown to be more 
responsive than cortical bone as well (Bloomfield, Allen et al. 2002). Not surprisingly, 
when minimal changes in cortical bone have been found, mechanical testing of the 
diaphysis has shown little response to unloading. However, mechanical testing of the 
femoral neck (a site with large amounts of trabecular bone) revealed decreased ultimate 
load (Bloomfield, Allen et al. 2002).  
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FIG. 2.5. An example of hindlimb suspension of a mouse. The angle of the body relative 
to the floor is approximately 30°, allowing for unloading of the forelimbs and unloading 
of the hindlimbs, simulating weightlessness. Photo courtesy of Shane A.J. Lloyd.  
 
Adult mice (four months old) have been shown to be highly responsive to suspension. 
While these results appear to be relatively consistent from study to study, incredible 
variation in response exists depending on strain, gender, bone, bone site, and bone type 
(cortical versus trabecular). Trabecular bone loss has been documented after 2-3 weeks of 
suspension for B6, BALB, and C3H mice (Amblard, Lafage-Proust et al. 2003; Judex, 
Garman et al. 2004; Squire, Donahue et al. 2004). This decline has been accompanied by 
decreases in bone formation parameters (Amblard, Lafage-Proust et al. 2003). Cortical 
bone has been shown to be responsive to suspension in adult mice as well, but to less of 
an extent than trabecular bone (Judex, Garman et al. 2004). In particular, male mice seem 
to have minimal response of cortical bone to suspension (Squire, Donahue et al. 2004; 
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Squire, Brazin et al. 2008). Loss of cortical bone in response to suspension has been 
shown to generally be due to an increase in endocortical envelope, indicating that 
resorption contributes to the observed bone loss (Judex, Garman et al. 2004). In a recent 
study investigating the response of several sites to suspension, baseline values of bone 
morphology (BV/TV, BS/BV) and cellular activity (MAR, BFR/BS, MS/BS, Oc.S/BS) 
were highly correlated to the degree of bone loss at a particular site in response to 
suspension.  
 
Ionizing Radiation 
Radiation is energy in the form of waves or moving subatomic particles. Ionizing 
radiation is radiation that has enough energy to remove electrons from atoms as it passes 
through a material. Radiation exists in two general forms: electromagnetic and 
particulate. Particulate radiation is the form of ionizing radiation of most concern during 
spaceflight, and will therefore be the focus of this discussion. Particulate radiation 
includes electrons, α-particles, neutrons, and heavy ions (Hall and Giaccia 2006). 
Neutrons are uncharged, but other forms of radiation have a negative (electrons) or 
positive charge. Positively charged particles are the nuclei of atoms (e.g., hydrogen or 
iron) that have been stripped of some or all of their electrons, giving them their positive 
charge (Attix 1986; Hall and Giaccia 2006). In addition to the type of particle and its 
charge, several quantities can be used to characterize ionizing radiation. The unit used to 
define the energy is electronvolt (eV), with space radiation usually referred to in MeV or 
GeV. The amount of radiation present can be defined as fluence, the number of particles 
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(or rays) striking a unit area, typically expressed in units of cm-2 (Attix 1986). When 
radiation strikes matter, energy is transferred. The amount of energy absorbed by the 
matter is the absorbed dose, defined as energy per mass and expressed in units of Gray 
(Gy), Joule per kg.  
Charged particle radiation transfers energy as it travels through matter in an 
essentially linear path (Figure 2.6). The charged particle transfers a small fraction of its 
energy in many electromagnetic interactions, resulting in excited or ionized atoms within 
the matter (Attix 1986; Turner 2007). The average amount of energy per unit distance 
that a charged particle transfers is the linear energy transfer (LET). LET varies for 
different particles and particle energies, and is typically expressed as keV/µm of water 
(Turner 2007). Particles above 10 keV/µm are considered high-LET (Valentin).  
The biological response of tissue to radiation is highly varied, and can depend on 
many factors including absorbed dose, dose rate, number of fractions, type of radiation, 
LET of the radiation, and the tissue responding to the radiation (Hall and Giaccia 2006). 
The ratio of absorbed dose of 250 kV x-rays relative to a given radiation required for 
equal biological effect is the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) (Hall and Giaccia 
2006). The RBE can vary greatly depending on the tissue, the measured biological effect, 
and the radiation type and energy (Cucinotta, Schimmerling et al. 2001; Hall and Giaccia 
2006; Turner 2007). Considering the experimentally derived RBEs, a given radiation type 
and energy is given a weighting factor (WR), which can be multiplied by the absorbed 
dose to give an equivalent dose, measured in sievert (Sv). High-LET radiations generally 
have a higher RBE. For low-LET radiations, lower dose rate and dose fractionation 
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generally lower the RBE (Hall and Giaccia 2006). However, the limited data available for 
high-LET particles suggest that dose rate or fractionation does not reduce RBE (Todd 
1967; Burns, Tang et al. 2007), and in some instances has enhanced RBE (Blakely, Ngo 
et al. 1984; Curtis, Luebeck et al. 2001). Due to the high variability of RBE, and 
somewhat limited knowledge about heavy ions, the use of WR and Sv will be limited in 
this document.  
 
 
FIG. 2.6. Charged particle tracks through patter for protons (left), nitrogen (middle), and 
calcium (right). Reproduced from Katz, Ackerson et al. (1971).  
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Space Radiation 
In addition to microgravity, astronauts on long-duration missions will be exposed to 
complex mixes of radiation. Astronauts on the ISS are exposed to higher levels of 
radiation than people on Earth, due to the protective nature of Earth’s atmosphere. 
However, astronauts in low-Earth orbit (e.g., the ISS) are still protected by the Earth’s 
magnetosphere. Accordingly, the doses astronauts on the ISS receive are thought to be 
much less than that of a long-duration mission to the moon or Mars. Two main sources of 
ionizing radiation exist in space: solar particle events (SPEs) and galactic cosmic rays 
(GCR).  
 
Solar Particle Events 
On a lunar mission, SPEs are the major concern for radiation exposure. SPEs can be 
produced by two types of events: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar flares (Turner 
2000). These two events have distinct profiles in terms of duration, composition, total 
fluence, and direction of emission. However, these events are often associated temporally 
(Verneta 1997), and in terms of radiation dose to an astronaut are typically not 
distinguished in spaceflight literature. SPE frequency tends to vary across an 
approximately 11 year solar cycle, with larger and more frequent events occurring at 
solar maximum (Figure 2.7). Approximately 50-75 SPEs occur during a given solar cycle 
(Benton and Benton 2001; Smart and Shea 2002). While the composition of SPEs 
includes electrons and a small fraction of heavy ions, these are of low energy and are not 
thought to significantly contribute to a radiation dose that an astronaut would receive if 
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exposed to an SPE (Townsend, Cucinotta et al. 1994). The composition of SPEs is 
mainly protons, and due to their high energy and fluence, they are considered to be the 
primary concern for space radiation health during an SPE (Benton and Benton 2001).  
 
FIG. 2.7. Occurrence and fluence of SPEs over the last five solar cycles. Reproduced 
from Reedy (2006). 
 
SPEs are generally classified in terms of the energies and total fluence of the protons 
during the event. The classifications for energies used are typically >10 MeV, >30 MeV, 
>60 MeV, and sometimes >100 MeV. A very large SPE is typically considered to have a 
fluence of protons with energies >10 MeV of 1010 cm-2 (Benton and Benton 2001; Reedy 
2006). The larger the SPE, the less likely it is to occur and giant SPEs are thought to be 
extremely rare (Reedy 2006). It is important to note that direct measurement of SPEs has 
only occurred for 4-5 solar cycles, and there are many limitations to the knowledge 
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gained during these decades. Most of the obtained data is from satellite observations of 
particle fluence, and interpretations assume that these measurements are representative of 
distributions in free space (National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements. 
2006). In addition, the measured solar cycles may not represent typical solar activity. 
Ground-level measurements prior to satellites have recorded events with higher energies 
than any recorded by satellites, and have documented larger fluence SPEs occurring in 
1946 and 1956 (Smart and Shea 1991). Indirect measurements of SPE characteristics by 
examination of lunar radionuclides suggest that recent events may have lower energies 
than events occurring prior to the modern era (Goswami, Mcguire et al. 1988).  
Although SPEs follow general trends, they seem to occur essentially randomly and 
are extremely difficult to predict (National Council on Radiation Protection and 
Measurements. 2006). In the event of a high energy event, spacesuit and typical 
spacecraft would not protect astronauts from receiving potentially damaging levels of 
radiation. Most SPEs are associated with X ray events that travel faster than the particles, 
and can thus provide warning for increased particle fluence. However, some uncertainty 
exists with this ability, and the warning may not be far enough in advance to allow 
astronauts to find areas of increased protection (National Council on Radiation Protection 
and Measurements. 2006). 
Models of SPE frequency have been developed based on modern data. One such 
model predicts a 10% probability of an event with a fluence of 5 × 109 protons of energy 
>30 MeV on a two year interplanetary mission (Feynman, Spitale et al. 1993). Given the 
reasonable probability of an event occurring during a mission and the current limitations 
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in warning capabilities, it is important to understand how exposure to an SPE would 
affect an astronaut. Critical to this understanding is calculation of the dose an astronaut 
would receive during an SPE. Dose calculation is affected by many factors that can 
change estimated dose, including particle fluence, particle energy, and shielding 
conditions. As previously mentioned, particle fluence and energy vary greatly. The 
energy spectra for several severe SPEs has been reported indicating a majority of the 
particles have lower energies, with maximum energies ranging from 100 MeV to 1 GeV 
(Wilson, Shinn et al. 1997) (Figure 2.8). Higher energy protons are more penetrating, not 
only through shielding, but through living tissue as well. Thus, high-energy particles, 
especially >70 MeV, are particularly dangerous to deep tissues in the body (Wilson, 
Shinn et al. 1997). It is interesting to note that due to limitations in detector capabilities, 
little is known about the SPE particle spectra above 100 MeV, representing a severe gap 
in knowledge about SPEs and their potential risk to astronauts (National Council on 
Radiation Protection and Measurements. 2006).  
Several studies have calculated estimated doses that various tissues of an astronaut 
would have received during exposure to a severe SPE. The calculations have been 
performed using computer codes modeling proton transport through aluminum shielding 
and into the body. Various shielding parameters have been implemented, but typical 
values are 1 g/cm2, 5 g/cm2, and 10 g/cm2, representing spacesuit, lightly shielded 
spacecraft, and heavier shielded spacecraft thicknesses, respectively. The skin has 
typically been shown to receive the largest dose, with doses over 10 Gy behind 1 g/cm2 
shielding for severe SPEs (Townsend, Shinn et al. 1991; Parsons and Townsend 2000). 
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While dose to the bone marrow is significantly less, on the order of 0.5-1 Gy depending 
on event and shielding (Townsend, Shinn et al. 1991; Parsons and Townsend 2000), bone 
marrow dose behind 10 g/cm2 has been calculated at over 1 Gy for the largest estimated 
SPE over the last 500 years (Stephens, Townsend et al. 2005). It is important to note that 
a great deal of uncertainty from various sources exists in these calculations. For example, 
changing a single model input parameter (e.g., energy spectra, body tissue distribution) 
can change the calculated dose by a factor of 2-3 (Townsend and Zapp 1999). Similarly, 
calculated doses are typically reported as an average for tissues such as bone marrow, and 
have been shown to vary by over a factor of 10, depending on the specific site (Hoff, 
Townsend et al. 2004). Given the uncertainty in predicting SPEs and calculating the dose 
it would deliver to an astronaut, a dose of approximately 1 Gy proton radiation has been 
noted as the dose for a lunar mission that should be considered for planning purposes 
(Cucinotta 2006).  
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FIG. 2.8. Energy distribution of major SPEs. Reproduced from Wilson, Shinn et al. 
(1997). 
 
Galactic Cosmic Rays 
Galactic cosmic rays differ in many ways from SPEs. Unlike SPEs that are essentially 
random, unpredictable, short-lived, and consist predominantly of protons, GCR are 
relatively constant, omnipresent, and are made up of a wide spectrum of particles. GCR 
consist of approximately 85% protons, 12% α-particles, and 1% heavy ions (Simpson 
1983). The heavy ion component ranges from charge 3 (Li) to 92 (U) (Benton and Benton 
2001) (Figure 2.9). However, nuclei heavier than iron have a relative abundance much 
less than that of lighter ions (Simpson 1983). The energy spectra of particles has a wide 
range (~10 MeV to ~1012 MeV) that can be modulated by solar activity, with peak 
particle fluence around 300 to 700 MeV (National Council on Radiation Protection and 
Measurements.) (Figure 2.10).  
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Using the estimated energy spectra and fluences for the particles in GCR, estimated 
doses that an astronaut would receive due to GCR exposure outside the magnetosphere 
have been calculated around 0.2 Gy/year (Wilson, Shinn et al. 1997; National Council on 
Radiation Protection and Measurements. 2006). The Martian atmosphere will partially 
attenuate GCR fluence. Given this, the total accumulated dose due to GCR for an 
astronaut on an exploratory mission to Mars is thought to be on the order of 0.4 to 0.5 Gy 
(Williams, Zhang et al. 1999; Foullon, Holmes-Siedle et al. 2004; Cucinotta and Durante 
2006). Unlike SPEs, GCR particles are highly penetrating and even heavy shielding is 
estimated to have minimal impact on absorbed dose (Wilson, Shinn et al. 1997; Ballarini, 
Battistoni et al. 2006). It is interesting to note that although heavy ions only compromise 
~1% of the fluence of GCR, they are predicted to contribute ~20% to the dose (Ballarini, 
Battistoni et al. 2006). Similar to SPEs, considerable uncertainty exists in the 
measurement and modeling of GCR. 
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FIG. 2.9. Relative abundance of particles present in GCR. Adapted from Setlow, Dicello 
et al. (1996). 
 
Traditional measurements of GCR composition and energy are from satellite 
measurements, and may not truly represent free space. A Mars satellite program 
measuring GCR (MARIE) was launched in 2001; however, only particles of energy 20–
500 MeV can be detected (Atwell, Saganti et al. 2004), limiting its contribution to the 
overall knowledge of GCR in free space.  
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FIG. 2.10. GCR energy spectra for protons, helium, oxygen and iron during solar 
minimum and solar maximum. Reproduced from Benton and Benton (2001). 
 
Ionizing Radiation Effects on Bone 
Relatively little has been published about the effects of spaceflight-relevant doses and 
types of radiation on bone. One major study has been performed examining the response 
of mouse bone to several space-relevant types of radiation (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 2006). 
Mice were exposed to a 2 Gy dose of gamma, proton, carbon, or iron radiation. 
Trabecular BV/TV was reduced by all radiation types (29-39%). The only noted LET-
effect was in trabecular thickness, where high-LET radiations reduced thickness (10-
11%) (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 2006). While 2 Gy is higher than the expected dose on an 
exploratory mission, this study establishes the effect of spaceflight radiation on bone as 
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an area that needs further study in the future especially given that bone is already 
compromised by microgravity.  
Other studies have investigated the effects of carbon radiation on rat bone, with 
varied results. Using pQCT, a general decreasing trend, though not significant, in total 
BMD were seen from 1-5 Gy (Fukuda, Iida et al. 2002), and significant decreases in 
cortical and trabecular bone were seen at 2.5 and 5 Gy (Fukuda and Iida 1999). These 
studies are somewhat hard to interpret because of the high variability, small sample size 
(n=5), and the large number of groups (8-9), in addition to the minimal information 
provided regarding analysis techniques. While most of the studies investigating radiation 
effects on osteoblasts use much higher doses than applicable for spaceflight research, it 
has been demonstrated that 2 Gy of X-rays results in reduced pre-osteoblast number and 
inhibited their differentiation in vitro (Sakurai, Sawada et al. 2007). However, expression 
of some important regulators of osteoclast activity (namely receptor activator of NF–κB 
ligand (RANKL) and osteoprotegerin (OPG)) have been documented not to change 
relative to non-irradiated control from 2 Gy carbon and γ- irradiated mouse bone marrow 
cultured with pre-osteoblasts (Sawajiri, Nomura et al. 2006). Several other studies have 
investigated bone and bone cells after irradiation (Nyaruba, Yamamoto et al. 1998; 
Sawajiri, Mizoe et al. 2003; Goblirsch, Lynch et al. 2005; Vit, Ohara et al. 2006), 
however the doses are extremely high (6-60 Gy) relative to estimated radiation exposure 
in space.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
LONG-TERM DOSE RESPONSE OF TRABECULAR BONE IN MICE TO 
PROTON RADIATION 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Bone loss as a result of microgravity exposure has been the subject of investigation 
for several years (Rambaut and Johnston 1979). Recently, volumetric quantitative 
computed tomography (vQCT) has been applied to allow for the resolution of cortical 
and trabecular differences in astronauts (Vico, Collet et al. 2000; Lang, LeBlanc et al. 
2004). Astronauts on the International Space Station (ISS) for 4.3 to 6.5 month missions 
had significant cortical and trabecular losses in the vertebrae and proximal femur (Lang, 
LeBlanc et al. 2004). Follow-up examinations of astronauts one and five years after 
spaceflight have revealed incomplete recovery of these deficits, including trabecular and 
cortical volumetric bone mineral density (vBMD), estimated strength indices (Lang, 
Leblanc et al. 2006), and bone mineral (Tilton, Degioanni et al. 1980). Markers of bone 
resorption within astronauts increase beginning early in flight, while markers for bone 
formation were unchanged during flight (Smith, Wastney et al. 2005).  
Exposure to ionizing radiation from solar and cosmic sources represents another 
challenge that astronauts will face during planned, long-duration missions to the Moon or 
Mars (Diaz and Elachi 2005). Previously, we demonstrated that a single 2 Gy exposure of 
several spaceflight-relevant types of radiation (photons, protons, and heavy ions) has a 
profound negative effect on trabecular bone in mice (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 2006). High-
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LET and low-LET radiation had similar consequences on trabecular volume fraction (-
29% to -39%) and connectivity density (-46% to -64%), with proton radiation resulting in 
reductions of -35% and -64%, respectively. A limited number of other studies have 
investigated bone loss using spaceflight-relevant doses and types of radiation (Fukuda 
and Iida 1999; Fukuda, Iida et al. 2002; Sawajiri and Mizoe 2003; Sawajiri, Mizoe et al. 
2003; Sawajiri, Nomura et al. 2006). These studies have primarily focused on the effect 
of relatively high doses of carbon radiation, with varied results. The response of bone and 
bone cells to proton irradiation has not been adequately studied. 
Gravitational and radiation environments will differ for lunar and Martian missions 
compared to current flights within low-Earth orbit. Astronauts traveling outside of 
Earth’s magnetic field will be exposed to higher doses of radiation. The primary sources 
of radiation beyond low-Earth orbit are galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) and solar particle 
events (SPEs). GCRs consist primarily of protons (~85%) (Benton and Benton 2001). 
However, the remaining proportion (i.e., heavy ions) is particularly dangerous because 
astronauts cannot be shielded from these highly energetic particles, which generally result 
in greater biological damage. While GCRs are always present in space, the low particle 
fluence will result in a relatively small cumulative dose over the course of a six-month 
mission.  
While cosmic rays result in a comparatively continuous low-dose rate exposure, 
SPEs occur randomly and can deliver a higher dose, up to 2 Gy, in a short period of time 
(Blakely 2000; Benton and Benton 2001; Stephens, Townsend et al. 2005). Although 
spacecraft shielding can effectively reduce radiation exposure, the warning provided by 
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surveillance mechanisms may not allow for complete protection during extravehicular 
activities on the lunar surface (Setlow 1996). Even when protected by a mass of 5 g/cm2 
(e.g., 1.9 cm of aluminum, or 5 cm of water), rare solar events, such as those observed 
during August 1972 and October 1989, could deliver whole-body radiation doses 
approaching 2 Gy (Parsons and Townsend 2000). Given the planned 6 to 8 month 
duration of lunar outpost missions, a dose of approximately 1 Gy proton radiation is a 
realistic possibility and should be considered for planning purposes (Cucinotta, Wu et al. 
2003; Ohnishi and Ohnishi 2004; Cucinotta and Durante 2006).  
While our previous work demonstrated the negative effects of 2 Gy of radiation on 
mouse trabecular bone (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 2006), lower doses have not been 
investigated. Although a 2 Gy dose is possible during a severe SPE, lower doses are 
certainly more probable. The purpose of the present study is to examine the functional 
response of mouse bone four months after exposure to spaceflight-relevant doses of 
radiation in order to determine a potential dose response. In addition, this study will 
provide a more thorough examination of cortical bone following irradiation. An 
understanding of the dose levels that lead to changes in cortical and trabecular bone will 
allow for appropriate countermeasures to be developed and will facilitate a well-informed 
examination of radiation exposure combined with disuse. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Animals  
To mimic the study design reported in our Hamilton et al. paper (Hamilton, Pecaut et 
al. 2006), 48 female C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Laboratory; Bar Harbor, ME) were shipped 
to Loma Linda University and acclimatized for 2 weeks under standard vivarium 
conditions. All protocols were approved by the appropriate Institutional Animal Care and 
Use Committees (Loma Linda University, Kennedy Space Center, and Clemson 
University). Animals were grouped by mass to receive 0, 0.5, 1, or 2 Gy of proton 
radiation (n=12/group) when 58 days old.  
 
Irradiation 
Immediately prior to irradiation, each mouse (test and sham-irradiated) was placed 
individually into a rectangular plastic box (30 x 30 x 85 mm) with air holes, as previously 
described (Gridley, Pecaut et al. 2002). A maximum of 6 mice were irradiated 
simultaneously within a 20 x 20 cm field. Whole-body irradiation was performed using 
250 MeV protons from the synchrotron accelerator housed at the Loma Linda University 
Medical Center, as previously described (Gridley, Pecaut et al. 2001; Gridley, Pecaut et 
al. 2002). Mice were irradiated at the entrance region of the Bragg curve with a dose rate 
of ~0.7Gy/min. Protons were delivered in 0.3 s pulses every 2.2 s. Mice were irradiated 
behind a 400 x 400 mm2 polystyrene phantom. Dose calibration was performed using a 
Markus parallel plate ionization chamber (NIST traceable). The calibration method in 
ICRU Report 59 (International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements. 
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1998) was used to convert the ionization signal to dose in water. After the mice were 
irradiated, they were observed until they resumed normal posture and behavior. At 3 days 
after exposure the mice were shipped to NASA Kennedy Space Center, where they were 
housed at the Space Life Sciences Animal Care Facility for the duration of the 
experiment. 
 
Study Endpoint 
As a fluorescent marker for bone mineralization, animals were given twice daily 
injections of calcein (10 mg/kg each injection, four total subcutaneous injections) at 34 
and 33 days before they were killed humanely 117 days after irradiation. Multiple 
injections were used because of the age (and thus the low bone turnover) of the mice. 
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurance and exsanguinated by cardiac puncture, and then 
cervical dislocation was performed to ensure death. Left femora and tibiae were 
collected, cleaned of all non-osseous tissue, and measured for length. Left femora were 
allowed to air dry for 24 hours and tibiae were stored in 70% ethanol. Right femora were 
collected and fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin. Tissues were shipped to Clemson 
University for analysis. 
 
Serum Analyses  
At sacrifice, samples of whole blood were collected by cardiac puncture and serum 
was separated. Markers of bone turnover present in the serum were measured using 
ELISA kits for osteocalcin (BT-470, Biomedical Technologies, Inc.; Stoughton, MA) 
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and TRAP5b (SB-TR103, Immunodiagnostic Systems Inc.; Fountain Hills, AZ). All 
procedures were performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  
 
Bone Microarchitecture Analysis 
Cortical and trabecular bone architecture was analyzed using microcomputed 
tomography (µCT20, Scanco Medical; Basserdorf, Switzerland) with an isotropic voxel 
size of 9 μm. Trabecular microarchitecture was scanned immediately distal to the growth 
plate in the proximal tibiae. Analysis of trabecular bone was performed on 100 slices (0.9 
mm total), producing images for visual inspection and bone parameters. Bone 
morphometric parameters were quantified using Scanco software. Trabecular parameters 
included: trabecular bone volume fraction (BV/TV); connectivity density (ConnD); 
trabecular thickness (Tb.Th); trabecular number (Tb.N); trabecular separation (Tb.Sp); 
and trabecular vBMD. Cortical analysis was performed at 3 sites: the femur third 
trochanter, the femur mid-diaphysis, and the tibial-fibular junction, with 30 slices 
(approximately 0.3 mm) selected at each site. Bone volume (Ct.BV), cortical porosity 
(Ct.Po), and polar moment of inertia (pMOI) were calculated from these sections.  
To further clarify data near an apparent dose threshold of radiation, beyond which 
exposure results in impaired bone volume and architecture, synchrotron microCT 
analysis was performed to improve resolution and reduce variability. A subset of the 
control and 1 Gy groups were scanned using station 2-BM of APS (Advanced Photon 
Source, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL). A monochromatic beam (photon 
energy of 17 keV) and a 2Kx2K element CCD camera coupled (via a Zeiss AXIOPLAN 
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2.5x neofluar lens) to a single-crystal CdWO4 scintillator were used. Views were 
recorded every 0.125° from 0° to 180° and were normalized for detector and beam 
nonuniformities; the samples were reconstructed on a 2048 x 2048 grid of isotropic 2.66 
µm voxels. Additional details are presented elsewhere (Wang, De Carlo et al. 2001). 
Scans were performed to include the portion of the proximal tibia previously analyzed 
using the laboratory scanner. Files were converted to binary format and imported to the 
Scanco-supported server for analysis. The images were compared to the previous scans 
from the Scanco µCT20 to ensure that analysis of the trabecular bone was performed at a 
similar location in both cases. The Scanco software was used to determine BV/TV.  
 
Mechanical Testing 
Left (air-dried) femora were rehydrated in PBS for 90 min prior to evaluation to 
simulate in vivo properties (Broz, Simske et al. 1993). Three-point bending tests were 
performed using an Instron 5582 (BlueHill 2 software, Instron Corp.; Norwood, MA). 
Femora were tested to failure with a 9 mm span length and a deflection rate of 5 mm/min. 
All bones were tested in the same orientation: the single-point load was applied mid-
diaphysis on the posterior surface. The maximal force (N) and deflection (mm) were 
measured for all mechanically tested bones. These two properties were also determined at 
the elastic limit (Pe, δe) and the failure point. Stiffness (N/mm) was calculated from 
elastic force/elastic deflection (Pe/δe). 
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Mineral Composition 
Mineral-content analysis was performed on fractured femora. Prior to analysis, the 
enlarged ends of the femora were separated where distal and proximal metaphyses join 
the diaphysis. Mineral content data was obtained separately from bone ends and 
diaphysis. A properly calibrated microbalance (Mettler Toledo UMT2; Columbus, OH) 
was used for all measurements. Dry mass (DryM) was measured after heating the bones 
to 105ºC for 24 hours. Mineral mass (MinM) was measured after the bones had been 
ashed by baking at 800ºC for another 24 hours. Percent mineralization was calculated by 
the formula %Min=(MinM)/(DryM)*100.  
 
Quantitative Histomorphometry 
Right (fixed) femora were allowed to air-dry and then were embedded with non-
infiltrating Epo-Kwick epoxy (Buehler Ltd.; Lake Bluff, IL). The formed disks were 
sectioned with a low-speed saw (Buehler, 12.7 cm x 0.5 mm diamond blade) at the mid-
diaphysis of the femur. These sections were wheel-polished to a flat, smooth surface 
using 600-, 800-, and 1200-grit carbide paper followed by polishing with a cloth 
impregnated with 6 µm diamond paste. This allowed micrographs at 50x magnification to 
be taken of the bone cross-sections under UV light (400 nm) with an FS filter. 
Quantitative histomorphometric analysis was performed using these photographs and 
SigmaScan Pro software (SPSS; San Rafael, CA).  
Analysis of the photographs was used to calculate bone formation rate (BFR) for 
both the periostial (Ps.BFR) and endocortical (Ec.BFR) surfaces (Parfitt, Drezner et al. 
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1987). BFR was calculated as the product of mineralized surface (MS) and mineral 
apposition rate (MAR). MS was measured as the length of the calcein label. MAR was 
measured as the distance between the calcein label and the cortical perimeter divided by 
the time between label administration and sacrifice (34 days).  
 
Statistics 
Statistical analysis of results was completed using SigmaStat software v3.5 (Systat 
Software Inc.; San Jose, CA). Comparisons were made using a one-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) with a Student-Newman-Keuls post-hoc test to reveal significance 
between groups. The only exception was the synchrotron microCT data, which was 
compared using a t-test. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05. Due to our goal of 
establishing a dose threshold for bone response to proton radiation, differences 
representing nonsignificant trends (P < 0.1) in bone microarchitectural parameters are 
presented as data of interest. All data are presented as mean ± SE. 
 
RESULTS 
MicroCT Analysis of Trabecular and Cortical Bone  
MicroCT analysis of trabecular bone within the proximal tibia using the laboratory 
scanner revealed significant differences in animals exposed to 2 Gy of proton radiation 
(compared to control animals), which included a 20% smaller BV/TV (P = 0.011; Figure 
3.1), an 11% greater Tb.Sp (P = 0.046; Figure 3.1), a 19% smaller vBMD (P = 0.025; 
Figure 3.1), and a nonsignificant trend in Tb.N (+9%; P = 0.093; Table 3.1). Mice 
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exposed to 1 Gy had no significant differences in microarchitecture, including vBMD and 
Tb.N (P > 0.1; Figure 3.1; Table 3.1). However, these mice did exhibit nonsignificant 
trends relative to control in BV/TV (-13%; P = 0.062; Figure 3.1) and Tb.Sp (+9%; P = 
0.094; Figure 3.1). Mice exposed to 0.5 Gy had no significant differences in trabecular 
bone parameters compared with control, including BV/TV, Tb.Sp, Tb.N, and vBMD (P > 
0.1; Figure 3.1; Table 3.1). Radiation treatment did not result in different values for 
moment of inertia, cortical bone volume, or cortical porosity between groups (Table 3.2).  
Subsequent synchrotron microCT analysis of the trabecular bone in the proximal 
tibia of the control and 1 Gy groups revealed a significant 13% smaller BV/TV in 
irradiated animals (P = 0.041; Figure 3.1). 
 
Growth Parameters 
Animal mass between all groups were similar at the initiation of the study (P > 0.05; 
Table 3.3).  At sacrifice, no between-group differences were observed for animal mass, 
tibial length, or femoral length (P > 0.05; Table 3.3).   
 
Additional Bone Assays 
No differences in mechanical strength (force or deflection) were observed in the 
irradiated animals compared to controls or other treatment groups (P > 0.05; Table 3.4). 
Likewise, no between-group differences in serum osteocalcin or TRAP5b concentration 
(Table 3.5), bone formation rate, and mineral composition were observed at sacrifice 
(Table 3.6) (P > 0.05).  
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DISCUSSION 
The results of this study confirm that trabecular bone loss occurs following exposure 
to 2 Gy of proton radiation (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 2006). In addition, we have 
demonstrated that a 1 Gy dose of proton radiation has detectable negative effects on 
trabecular bone volume four months after exposure. This is an important finding with 
respect to future lunar outpost missions, which are planned to last 6-8 months. While 2 
Gy radiation exposure is possible on these missions, exposure to 1 Gy is much more 
likely and should be considered for mission-planning purposes (Cucinotta, Wu et al. 
2003; Ohnishi and Ohnishi 2004; Cucinotta and Durante 2006).  
From these bones harvested four months after proton irradiation, the dose threshold 
resulting in trabecular deterioration appears to be between 0.5 and 1 Gy. It is possible that 
bone loss did occur at the lower dose (0.5 Gy) but that the degree of loss was recovered 
by the end of the four month experiment. The lack of an observed difference in bone 
turnover markers between groups, combined with similar bone formation rates, suggests 
that bone turnover is stabilized four months after irradiation. Lower trabecular bone 
volume was observed in the mice exposed to 1 Gy and 2 Gy of protons, supporting the 
contention that bone loss occurred earlier than four-months and did not recover. This 
lower bone volume suggests that the degree of loss may be permanent, although 
examination at later time points is necessary to make any definitive conclusion.  
These data do not indicate if decreased bone formation or increased bone resorption 
caused the reduction in trabecular bone after irradiation. Reduced formation could 
contribute to the reduced bone volume present in this report. While most of the studies 
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investigating radiation effects on osteoblasts use much higher doses than those used 
presently, it has been demonstrated that 2 Gy of X-rays results in reduced pre-osteoblast 
number and inhibits their differentiation in vitro (Sakurai, Sawada et al. 2007). Relatively 
few studies have examined osteoclasts (and changes in bone resorption) after irradiation 
(Sawajiri, Mizoe et al. 2003; Goblirsch, Lynch et al. 2005; Vit, Ohara et al. 2006). None 
of these studies have documented significant increases in osteoclast numbers after 
irradiation. Nor has a change in the expression of some important regulators of osteoclast 
activity (namely receptor activator of NF–κB ligand (RANKL) and osteoprotegerin 
(OPG)) been documented relative to non-irradiated control from mouse bone marrow 
cultured with 2 Gy carbon and γ- irradiated pre-osteoblasts (Sawajiri, Nomura et al. 
2006). A time-course examination, focusing on earlier points, is required to further 
identify the contribution of formation and resorption to the change in bone.  
Bone loss following irradiation is important in the context of the known atrophy of 
bone that occurs as a result of exposure to microgravity (Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004). 
Radiation thus represents another potential skeletal challenge astronauts must face in the 
spaceflight environment in addition to microgravity. It is unclear and unstudied how the 
combination of these challenges can impact bone quantity and architecture; thus, at the 
present time, one can only speculate as to the resulting effects and association. The 
threshold of radiation-induced bone loss may change when combined with unloading. 
Also, the combined effect of unloading and radiation may not be additive, given the 
substantial effect of unloading on bone status. If the effects are synergistic, the possibility 
of both mission-critical and postflight fractures could represent a risk to astronauts.  
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The absence of an effect of proton radiation on cortical parameters in the present 
study is in agreement with previous findings from our group (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 
2006); N.D. Travis et al., unpublished observations). This study investigated various 
strength, composition, and formation parameters in cortical bone and confirmed that bone 
loss following proton irradiation is specific to trabecular bone at moderate doses. Other 
studies investigating cortical bone after radiation have reported changes in cortical bone 
strength and porosity following very high doses (Sugimoto, Takahashi et al. 1991; 
Nyaruba, Yamamoto et al. 1998). However, fractionation of high doses mitigated 
changes in fracture strength (Nyaruba, Yamamoto et al. 1998), suggesting that lower or 
fractionated doses of radiation may not have effects on cortical bone. 
An important consideration in the present study is that in order to match previous 
study design, the mice were two months old at irradiation. At this age, the mice were still 
growing and the skeletal system was not completely mature (Halloran, Ferguson et al. 
2002; Glatt, Canalis et al. 2007). However the similarities in animal mass and both 
femoral and tibial lengths in all test groups indicate that overall growth rates following 
irradiation were not grossly affected. Additionally, while animal mass, long-bone length, 
and cortical bone volume continue to increase through 4-6 months of age, trabecular 
volume fraction in C57BL/6J mice decreases after 2 months of age (Halloran, Ferguson 
et al. 2002; Glatt, Canalis et al. 2007). Therefore, the mice in this study were irradiated 
after maximal trabecular volume fraction was achieved. Radiation-induced changes in 
bone growth might not translate into a reduced BV/TV. While these considerations 
indicate that overall changes in growth did not lead to the lesser trabecular bone volume 
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in irradiated mice, it is possible that some of the present bone loss could be attributed to 
altered conversion of growth cartilage to bony trabeculae. In addition, the higher bone 
formation and resorption rates in growing animals may effect how these animals respond 
to radiation. Thus, since astronauts will be fully mature, it follows that older, skeletally 
mature animals should be studied in the future.  
Although the age at exposure, strain and sex of mice, and duration of this experiment 
were identical to the conditions of our previous 2 Gy proton experiment, mice in the 
previous study had a greater degree of bone loss than those in the current study (35% 
versus 20%) (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 2006). Another notable difference between the 
studies was the significantly lower endogenous trabecular volume fraction in the non-
irradiated mice (4% versus 12%). The mice in this study clearly had less trabecular bone, 
possibly due to mice being obtained from different vendors (Jackson Lab vs. Charles 
River). This lower trabecular volume in the non-irradiated control mice is a characteristic 
that may provide insight into this difference in the amount of trabecular bone lost in the 
irradiated animals. For example, in osteoporosis models such as ovariectomy, it has been 
demonstrated that strains of mice with higher bone density lose proportionally greater 
amounts of trabecular bone (Bouxsein, Myers et al. 2005). Though genotype of the 
different strains likely contributed to the observed differences, phenotype itself could 
influence the response. It is possible that the different response between the studies is due 
to the greater endogenous bone mass of the mice in the previous study. Future studies 
should use various strains of mice to explore this potential phenotypic effect. In addition, 
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animals such as rats that have more trabecular bone may prove to be important models 
for understanding the effects of radiation on bone.  
Few studies have been performed examining the effects of increased spatial 
resolution and decreased voxel size available using synchrotron radiation microCT versus 
conventional microCT. In the present study, BV/TV values obtained using synchrotron 
microCT were slightly smaller than conventional microCT. However, the corresponding 
standard deviations were proportionally smaller, accounting for the significance even 
with the same percent difference in BV/TV relative to control. Previous results have 
shown minimal effects on measured BV/TV with synchrotron radiation compared to 
conventional microCT (Peyrin, Salome et al. 1998; Chappard, Basillais et al. 2006). 
These investigations have been performed on human samples with a Tb.Th on the order 
of 100 µm while the mice in the present study had values of approximately 50 µm. It is 
possible that the decrease in Tb.Th would make the decreased voxel size have more 
influence on observed BV/TV. Previous examinations comparing synchrotron radiation 
and conventional microCT in animals have not presented quantitative results, and thus do 
not allow for comparison (Ito, Ejiri et al. 2003).  
The radiation used in the present study was acute, monoenergetic, proton radiation. 
However, radiation from an SPE will have a wide energy range and will be delivered 
over hours to days, not over minutes (Benton and Benton 2001). In addition, many other 
types of radiation will be present in space from GCRs. To fully understand the effects of 
radiation, more complex models of space radiation must be studied and combined with 
ground-based, modeled microgravity. 
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This study confirms a loss of trabecular bone in mice exposed to a 2 Gy dose of 
proton radiation and further demonstrates volumetric loss of bone with a 1 Gy dose of 
radiation four months after exposure. Trabecular bone is an important contributor to bone 
strength (Borah, Dufresne et al. 2002; Guo and Kim 2002).  As reduced bone strength 
indices have been estimated from the atrophied bones of astronauts returning from 
microgravity (Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004; Lang, Leblanc et al. 2006),  the loss of 
trabecular bone in response to radiation may further contribute to a decline in bone 
strength. The group exposed to 0.5 Gy did not experience any differences in skeletal 
parameters; however, the absence of differences in bone turnover markers in the affected 
groups suggests that four months is a late time point and earlier periods need to be 
examined. It was confirmed that at this relatively late period after exposure, cortical bone 
volume and quality were not different from control, suggesting that the response may be 
trabecular-specific. As discussed, further study is needed to characterize this 
phenomenon. Future investigations should aim to increase understanding of the effects of 
moderate radiation doses on bone-forming and bone-resorbing cells. In the context of the 
known negative effects of microgravity on the skeletal system, additional bone loss from 
space radiation may result in mission critical amounts of bone loss on exploratory 
missions to the Moon and Mars. 
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FIG. 3.1. Microcomputed tomography parameters in the proximal tibiae. (A) trabecular 
volume fraction (BV/TV), (B) trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), (C) trabecular vBMD, (A, 
B, C) determined using a Scanco µCT20 and (D) trabecular volume fraction (BV/TV) as 
calculated from synchrotron microCT. *Significant difference from control (P < 0.05). 
†Trend toward difference from control (P = 0.062). ‡Trend toward difference from 
control (P = 0.094). 
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TABLE 3.1 
Trabecular Bone Microcomputed  
Tomography Parameters Four Months after Irradiation 
 Conn.D (1/mm3) Tb.N (1/mm3) Tb.Th (µm) 
Control 5.38 ± 0.49 2.42 ± 0.05 51.1 ± 1.56 
0.5 Gy 5.40 ± 0.86 2.31 ± 0.05 52.6 ± 1.07 
1 Gy 5.92 ± 0.94 2.27 ± 0.11 48.4 ± 1.18 
2 Gy 4.98 ± 0.57 2.20 ± 0.05 52.3 ± 0.66 
Notes. Abbreviations for connectivity density (Conn.D); trabecular number (Tb.N); and 
trabecular thickness (Tb.Th). Data reported as mean ± SE. 
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TABLE 3.3 
Animal Masses, Tibia Lengths, and Femur Lengths Four Months after Irradiation 
 
Initial Animal 
Mass (g) 
Final Animal 
Mass (g) Tibia (mm) Femur (mm) 
Control 18.1 ± 0.2 22.8 ± 0.6 17.6 ± 0.1 15.3 ± 0.1 
0.5 Gy 18.3 ± 0.2 23.6 ± 0.7 17.5 ± 0.1 15.3 ± 0.1 
1 Gy 18.3 ± 0.2 23.5 ± 0.9 17.5 ± 0.1 15.3 ± 0.1 
2 Gy 18.4 ± 0.2 24.2 ± 0.8 17.5 ± 0.1 15.3 ± 0.1 
Notes. Data reported as mean ± SE 
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TABLE 3.5 
Serum Markers of Bone Turnover  
Four Months after Irradiation 
 TRAP5b (U/L) Osteocalcin (ng/mL) 
Control 2.69 ± 0.14 15.3 ± 1.2 
0.5 Gy 2.54 ± 0.14 14.7 ± 0.9 
1 Gy 2.46 ± 0.17 15.2 ± 1.3 
2 Gy 2.75 ± 0.08 12.9 ± 1.0 
Notes. Data reported as mean ± SE. 
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TABLE 3.6 
Histomorphometry and Percent Mineralization Four Months after Irradiation 
 Histomorphometry Percent Mineralization 
 Ps.BFR 
(µm2/day) 
Ec.BFR 
(µm2/day) 
 Total Bone End Diaphysis 
Control 1870 ± 60 641 ± 76 59.7 ± 0.5 56.5 ± 0.5 65.3 ± 0.7 
0.5 Gy 1970 ± 90 516 ± 92 58.9 ± 0.6 55.4 ± 0.8 65.2 ± 0.6 
1 Gy 2180 ± 110 467 ± 37 58.5 ± 0.5 54.5 ± 0.6 65.6 ± 0.5 
2 Gy 1870 ± 120 504 ± 57 59.2 ± 0.2 55.6 ± 0.3 65.6 ± 0.2 
Notes. Abbreviations for periosteal bone formation rate (Ps.BFR); endosteal bone formation rate (Ec.BFR). 
Data reported as mean ± SE 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CHANGES IN BONE AND MUSCLE IN SKELETALLY MATURE MICE IN 
RESPONSE TO MODELED GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
A fundamental physiological property of the musculoskeletal system is the capacity 
to exhibit plasticity related to the health and lifestyle of the host organism. Stimuli 
influencing muscle and bone homeostatic regulation include nutritional factors, 
pharmaceutical agents, mechanical loading, and hormonal condition have been well 
studied (Borer 2005; Harridge 2007). It is also well established that the environment 
related to prolonged spaceflight challenges the musculoskeletal system (LeBlanc, 
Schneider et al. 2000). Although the lack of mechanical loading has been widely 
examined as a stimulus for spaceflight-induced musculoskeletal changes, many 
physiological stressors are present during spaceflight that have the ability to induce 
alterations in this system.  
It has been well established that prolonged spaceflight induces bone and muscle loss 
in astronauts. Analysis of the skeletal system of astronauts who have flown on the 
International Space Station (ISS) for 4.3 to 6.5 months revealed significant cortical and 
trabecular bone loss in the vertebrae and proximal femur as well as significant decreases 
in estimated strength indices (Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004). Data collected from astronauts 
also demonstrates spaceflight-induced decrements in skeletal muscle volume, contractile 
strength (Widrick, Knuth et al. 1999; Tesch, Berg et al. 2005), and protein content 
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(Ferrando, Paddon-Jones et al. 2002; Riley, Bain et al. 2002). This finding have been 
corroborated in space-flown rats, which also demonstrate a reduction in myofiber cross 
sectional area, that coincides with decreased muscle mass and reduced muscle strength 
(Jiang, Ohira et al. 1992; Ohira, Jiang et al. 1992; Caiozzo, Baker et al. 1994; Caiozzo, 
Haddad et al. 1996). Besides alterations in muscle mass and strength, spaceflight can alter 
the metabolic phenotype of skeletal muscle. Histological and biochemical examination of 
skeletal muscle from mice flown in space revealed an increase in the percentage of 
muscle fibers expressing myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoforms IIx and MHC IIb in the 
soleus muscle, a slow-oxidative muscle. This is an indication of a phenotype shift that 
may or may not be dependent on changes in muscle mass. These shifts in myosin protein 
expression were not found in the primarily fast-type plantaris and gastrocnemius muscles. 
However, oxidative capacity was decreased in the gastrocnemius muscle by spaceflight, 
as indicated by a reduction in citrate synthase activity (Harrison, Allen et al. 2003). While 
it is clear microgravity is a potent stimulus for muscle and bone atrophy, other stimuli 
related to spaceflight may also be able to induce or exacerbate these changes.  
While current long-duration spaceflight takes place on the ISS, future missions to the 
Moon and Mars will be beyond the protective geomagnetic shielding, and will result in 
exposure of astronauts to higher doses of radiation. The space radiation environment is a 
complex mix of ions from solar particle events (SPEs) and galactic cosmic radiation 
(GCR). While only 1% of GCR is composed of ions heavier than helium, due to the high 
LET of these high charge (Z) and energy (E) particles (HZE), approximately 41% of the 
dose equivalent is predicted to be from HZE particles with approximately 13% being 
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from iron alone (NASA 1998). Current estimates for travel time to and from Mars are 
from 8 to 12 months with overall mission duration being 2 to 3 years (Hoffman, Kaplan 
et al. 1997). Based on travel time and fluence of GCR particles, an astronaut is estimated 
to receive a total dose of 0.4 to 0.5 Gy from GCR during a Mars mission (Williams, 
Zhang et al. 1999; Cucinotta and Durante 2006). A whole-body, 2-Gy dose of several 
spaceflight-relevant types of radiation has a profoundly negative effect on trabecular 
bone in mice. High-LET and low-LET had similar consequences on trabecular volume 
fraction (-29% to -39%) and connectivity density (-46% to -64%) with iron eliciting 
changes of -34% and -46%, respectively (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 2006). Mice irradiated 
with whole-body proton radiation had lower trabecular volume fraction at 1 Gy (-13%), 
but not at 0.5 Gy (Bandstra, Pecaut et al. 2008). A minimal number of other studies have 
investigated bone loss using spaceflight-relevant radiation doses and types (Fukuda and 
Iida 1999; Fukuda, Iida et al. 2002; Sawajiri and Mizoe 2003; Sawajiri, Mizoe et al. 
2003; Sawajiri, Nomura et al. 2006). These studies have primarily focused on the effect 
of relatively high doses of carbon radiation, with varied results.  
Although investigations of the effects of irradiation on muscle have been performed, 
they have been at relatively high doses. The release of amino acids in rat muscle 4 to 6 h 
after exposure to 15 Gy Gamma rays suggested protein breakdown (Schwenen, Altman et 
al. 1989). Three to four months after exposure to 16 Gy X-rays, mouse soleus muscles 
had smaller masses and produced less force (Wernig, Zweyer et al. 2000). To the authors’ 
knowledge, no studies examining the effects of spaceflight-relevant radiation doses and 
types on muscle exist. The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of modeled 
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galactic cosmic rays on muscle fiber area and bone volume. We hypothesized that 
radiation would decrease bone volume and myofiber area.  To accomplish this objective, 
this study will utilize iron radiation behind a collimator, creating a mix of radiation types.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Animals 
Twenty-three male C57Bl/6 mice were shipped directly from Harlan (Indianapolis, 
IN) to Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Mice were given access to food and 
water ad libitum and kept in a temperature-controlled (18 to 26°C) and light-controlled 
(12 hour light/dark cycle) environment. All protocols were approved by the Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee at BNL.  
 
Irradiation and Dosimetry 
Up to four animals were simultaneously exposed to brain-only irradiation at 16 weeks 
of age using a collimated beam of 1 GeV/nucleon 56Fe particles produced by the AGS 
Booster accelerator at BNL and transferred to the experimental beam line in the NASA 
Space Radiation Laboratory (NSRL) facility. The delivered beam was restricted to 1.2 cm 
diameter circular apertures that covered the brain areas of four animals. The collimator 
design was modeled using a radiation transport code (C. Zeitlin, M. Shavers) and 
fabricated by Inland Technical Services (San Bernardino, CA). The collimator consisted 
of a 10 g/cm2 (8.40 cm) layer of polymethylmethacrylate, followed by a 20 g/cm2 (7.41 
cm) layer of aluminum, and finally an 8.5 g/cm2 (8.95 cm) layer of high-density 
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polyethylene. The upstream acrylic layer slows down the primary ions with low Z 
material to minimize fragmentation, followed by the aluminum layer that attenuates the 
primary particles. The polyethylene layer attenuates low Z fragments (e.g., protons, 
neutrons and alpha particles) produced upstream. Four 1.2 cm diameter holes penetrate 
the material stack.  
For calibration, a NIST-traceable 1 cm3 Far West™ thimble chamber with an air-
filled bulb and tissue equivalent walls was placed at the target position behind the 
collimator apertures. Dose delivery and beam cut-off was controlled by three parallel 
plate ion chambers positioned along the beam line upstream and downstream of the target 
plane and referenced to the calibration chamber. The 56Fe26+ ion beam was extracted at 
1005 MeV/n and had an energy at the target surface of 969.1 MeV/n, and an LET of 
151.4 keV/μm. The beam was delivered as twenty 300 msec pulses per minute for an 
average dose rate of 4 Gy/min. Delivered dose was ±0.5% of the requested value. The 
reference number for the NASA-sponsored experimental campaign was NSRL-6. A 
description of dose composition and fragmentation behind various target materials for 
similar iron ion beams (1087 MeV/n and 555 MeV/n) produced at the BNL AGS 
accelerator is given by Zeitlin et al. (Zeitlin, Heilbronn et al.) and a full description of the 
NSRL facility can be found at the following Internet address: 
http://www.bnl.gov/medical/NASA/NSRL_description.asp.  
Additional analyses were performed to describe the radiation dose and LET outside 
the target region. Using the same methods as previous analysis (Zeitlin, Heilbronn et al. 
1998), the leakage dose behind the collimator was determined to be 7.4% of the total 
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dose in the target region, with a track-averaged LET of 14.9 keV/μm. The LET spectra 
were measured in front of the collimator, behind the collimator, inside the target column, 
and at the edge of the target column (Figure 4.1) using CR-39 plastic nuclear track 
detectors. The dose profile was measured using Kodak XV-Omat film, to determine the 
dose surrounding the target region. Using the descriptions of the radiation and the 
distance of the anatomical location from the edge of the collimator, it was determined 
that the proximal humerus (Cranial border of the visible Gleno-humeral joint as viewed 
from dorsal surface) received 19.5% of the total dose, the mid-belly of the triceps brachii 
received 10.2 to 13.0% of the total dose, and the proximal tibia received 7.4% of the total 
dose in the target region.  
Each animal was anesthetized with 4% isoflurane, and placed in custom bite-bar 
cradles to stabilize the head position. The cradles were then placed in a clear acrylic 
anesthesia box pre-aligned with the collimator and the beam line. Sedation was 
maintained with 2.5% isoflurane administered throughout the irradiation procedure. A 
single fraction of 2.4 Gy was delivered to the brain of each irradiated animal (n=11), 
resulting in a dose of 0.47 Gy to the proximal humerus, 0.24 to 0.31 Gy to the mid-belly 
of the triceps brachii, and 0.18 Gy to the proximal tibia.  For the entire irradiation 
procedure animals were under isoflurane anesthesia for an average of 10 min. Non-
irradiated control mice (n=11) were treated identically without being exposed to 
radiation. 
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Study Endpoint 
Mice were sacrificed 9 weeks after irradiation. The long head of the triceps brachii 
was collected, glued to tongue depressor at resting length using OCT, snap frozen in 
liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane, and stored at -80°C. The tibiae and humeri were 
removed, cleaned of all non-osseous tissue, and stored in ethanol.  
 
Bone Microarchitecture Analysis 
Bone sections of the proximal tibia and humerus were scanned by microCT (µCT40, 
Scanco Medical, Basserdorf, Switzerland) at State University of New York, Stony Brook 
with an isotropic voxel size of 12 µm with an integration time of 250 ms. Subsequent 
analysis of microCT images was performed at Clemson University using Scanco software 
(µCT20 Scanco Medical, Basserdorf, Switzerland). Trabecular bone was analyzed in the 
proximal tibia and proximal humerus beginning immediately distal to the growth plate 
and extending 1.2 mm. Analysis was used to determine microarchitectural parameters, 
including bone volume fraction (BV/TV), connectivity density (Conn.D), trabecular 
separation (Tb.Sp), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), trabecular number (Tb.N), Structural 
Model Index (SMI), and trabecular vBMD. Cortical analysis was performed on 30 slices 
(~0.36 mm) immediately distal to the site of trabecular analysis. Scanco software was 
used to calculate cortical bone volume (Ct.BV), cortical total volume (Ct.TV), cortical 
porosity (Ct.Po), and polar moment of inertia (pMOI).  
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Muscle Myofiber Morphology  
Transverse sections (14 μm) were cut from the triceps brachii muscle midbelly in a 
cryostat at -20°C and stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) as described previously 
(McClung, Mehl et al. 2005; Thompson, McClung et al. 2006). Muscle sections were 
then digitized at 400X magnification and analyzed using a microcomputer and NIH 
imaging software (ImageJ) to determine cross-sectional area (CSA) (McClung, Mehl et 
al. 2005; Thompson, McClung et al. 2006). Approximately 150 myofibers were traced 
per sample. Central nuclei were quantified as previously reported (McClung, Mehl et al. 
2005; Thompson, McClung et al. 2006). Briefly, myofibers that contained a well-defined 
nucleus in the center of the fiber, approximately equidistant from the 
periphery/sarcolemma on either side, were defined as a central nuclei containing 
myofiber. Central nuclei data are reported as the proportion of the total number of 
myofibers with centrally-located nuclei. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
Results are reported as means ± SE. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05. 
Frequency histograms and the frequency of small myofibers (<1,700 μm2) and large 
myofibers (>3,000 μm2) were compared by a one-group χ2 analysis. Pre-planned 
comparisons between head-only irradiated and non-irradiated controls were assessed by 
2-tailed t-tests for both muscle and bone analyses. 
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RESULTS 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of modeled galactic cosmic rays 
on muscle fiber area and bone volume. To accomplish this objective, this study will 
utilize iron radiation behind a collimator, creating a mix of radiation types. 
 
Animal Mass 
Animal mass at the end of the study was not different between control and irradiated 
groups (37.2 ± 0.5 g and 36.7 ± 0.8 g, respectively) 
 
MicroCT Analysis of Trabecular and Cortical Bone 
Analysis of the trabecular bone in the proximal humerus via microCT revealed a 
significant 17% lower trabecular bone volume fraction (P < 0.05; Figure 4.2A) and a 4% 
lower trabecular thickness (P < 0.05; Figure 4.2B) in irradiated mice compared to control, 
with no differences in other trabecular bone parameters (Table 4.1). However, the 
proximal tibia showed no significant differences in trabecular bone volume fraction, 
trabecular thickness, or any other trabecular parameter. Analysis of the cortical bone in 
the proximal humerus showed several significant differences relative to control, including 
a 6% smaller polar moment of inertia (P < 0.05; Figure 4.3A), a 6% larger cortical 
porosity (P < 0.05; Figure 4.3B), a 3% smaller cortical total volume (P < 0.05; Figure 
4.3C), and a 4% smaller cortical bone volume (P < 0.05; Figure 4.3D). The proximal tibia 
showed no significant differences in cortical total volume, cortical bone volume, cortical 
porosity, or polar moment of inertia. 
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Muscle Morphology 
The effect of irradiation on muscle growth and remodeling 9 weeks after exposure 
was quantified. Myofiber size, myofiber size distribution, and central nuclei containing 
myofibers, were examined in cross-sections taken at the mid-belly of the triceps brachii 
muscle and stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin. The mean myofiber cross-sectional area 
of the triceps brachii was not significantly different between irradiated and non-irradiated 
controls, indicating that normal muscle size was maintained with treatment (Table 4.2). 
Mean myofiber cross-sectional area is not indicative of shifts in the muscle’s distribution 
of large and small myofibers, which can occur with muscle remodeling. The distribution 
of small myofibers, as determined by their cross-sectional areas, was significantly altered 
by irradiation (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4). The irradiated muscle demonstrated 
significantly fewer small diameter fibers, while the percentage of large fibers was 
unchanged. To further examine muscle remodeling, myofibers containing central nuclei 
were quantified. Myonuclei in normal myofibers are located on the periphery of the cell 
adjacent to the sarcolemma. Central nuclei are accepted as markers of a myofiber 
undergoing regeneration. There was a 2.9 fold increase in the proportion of centrally-
nucleated myofibers in irradiated muscle compared to controls (P < 0.05; Table 4.2). 
 
DISCUSSION 
While a previous study has demonstrated no long-term effect of proton radiation on 
bone at 0.5 Gy (Bandstra, Pecaut et al. 2008), the results of the present study indicate a 
high-LET radiation effect on bone at lower doses. Considering that the estimated 
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radiation dose for a Mars mission is 0.4 to 0.5 Gy, the observed effect at 0.47 Gy 
indicates a clear need for further investigation. This study also documents a deleterious 
effect on cortical bone, not previously observed at 0.5 to 2 Gy doses of proton irradiation 
(Bandstra, Pecaut et al. 2008), that further compromised bone quality.  
Previous studies have found cortical bone changes following very high doses of 
radiation (Sugimoto, Takahashi et al. 1991; Nyaruba, Yamamoto et al. 1998). However, 
fractionation of high doses mitigated changes in fracture strength (Nyaruba, Yamamoto et 
al. 1998). Other investigation of modeled spaceflight radiation at 2-Gy doses found 
minimal effects on cortical bone, even with 2 Gy whole-body iron irradiation (Hamilton, 
Pecaut et al. 2006) (Lloyd 2008 (Submitted)). Similarly, a thorough investigation of 
cortical bone after 0.5 to 2 Gy of proton irradiation found no effects on cortical bone 
(Bandstra, Pecaut et al. 2008). The present result may seem contradictory to this. 
However, there are several factors to consider. The current study exposed the proximal 
humerus to a mixture of radiation types. It is possible that the combination of particles 
has a different effect than essentially pure iron radiation. Time after irradiation is also 
important to consider. The previous 2 Gy iron irradiation examined bone 4 months 
following irradiation, while the current study examined bone 9 weeks following 
irradiation. It is possible that bone was affected with the 2-Gy dose and recovered by four 
months. If this were the case, it would seem likely that trabecular bone would have a 
similar recovery, although it has not been noted. However, comprehensive time-course 
examinations have not been performed. It is also possible that the cortical bone in the 
proximal humerus is more responsive to radiation than in the proximal tibia. The current 
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study used skeletally mature mice (16 weeks old), whereas the previous mice were 10 
weeks old at irradiation. However, because of reduced turnover with age, it seems 
unlikely that cortical bone in older mice is more responsive to radiation than in younger 
mice.  
This study demonstrates a response of trabecular and cortical bone to radiation in 
skeletally mature mice. While previous studies have not demonstrated gross effects on 
growth (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 2006; Bandstra, Pecaut et al. 2008), it was not clear if 
higher bone formation and resorption rates in younger animals contributed to the 
response to radiation. While this is not a direct comparison between young and old 
animals, bone loss observed in older mice does suggest that bone loss in response to 
radiation may occur in mature astronauts and may further compromise the skeletal system 
during long-duration spaceflight.  
An important consideration in this study is the modeling of space radiation. During 
spaceflight, astronauts will be exposed to GCR with a broad spectrum of radiation types. 
Additionally, the spacecraft will provide some degree of shielding. However, due to the 
high energy of GCR, current shielding estimates are not thought to decrease the dose to 
an astronaut (Wilson, Shinn et al. 1997; Ballarini, Battistoni et al. 2006). While this study 
does not represent a perfect model of GCR, the radiation received at the proximal 
humerus is reasonable model for GCR. Behind the shielding of the collimator, the 
radiation environment was a complex mix of secondary particles and the total dose 
delivered was approximately that estimated for a Mars mission. The fact that cortical 
bone responded to this low dose of radiation, and has not been clearly demonstrated to 
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respond to higher doses of iron radiation, indicates that iron radiation alone may not 
adequately model GCR. In order to understand the biological effects of GCR it is clear 
that multiple radiation types must be combined.  
The lack of an effect on bone in the proximal tibia is likely multifactorial. The most 
prominent factor is that the tibia received a lower dose than the proximal humerus (0.18 
Gy in the tibia compared to 0.47 Gy in the humerus). While the threshold for bone loss 
following proton radiation appears to be above 0.5 Gy (Bandstra, Pecaut et al. 2008), the 
current study demonstrates the threshold for high-LET radiation is below the 0.5 Gy 
level. The differential response of the humerus and tibia may possibly be, at least in part, 
the results of a site-specific effect. Different skeletal sites have been shown to be 
differentially responsive to unloading in astronauts (Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004). 
Additionally, not only different skeletal sites, but different sites within a given bone have 
been demonstrated to be differentially responsive to hindlimb suspension, a ground-based 
rodent model of microgravity (Judex, Garman et al. 2004; Squire, Donahue et al. 2004; 
Squire, Brazin et al. 2008). Given these data, it is possible that the response of the 
humerus is at least partially due to site-specific activity. Due to the minimal number of 
studies on the humerus following irradiation, it is not clear what differences may lead to a 
site-specific response to radiation. If this does exist, it could lead to insight as to the 
mechanisms of bone changes following radiation exposure.  
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine skeletal muscle 
morphology with doses of radiation that are relevant to spaceflight. Previous studies 
examining irradiation effects on skeletal muscle in rodents and animal studies have used 
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doses on the order of 22 Gy of gamma radiation (Rosenblatt and Parry 1992; Rosenblatt 
and Parry 1993; Rosenblatt, Yong et al. 1994; Yan, Choi et al. 2003). Irradiation of 
skeletal muscle has shown to decrease muscle adaptation to overload and also inhibit 
muscle recovery from damaging stimuli. The mechanism behind the irradiation 
attenuation of muscle plasticity is related to the inability to activate satellite cells for the 
initiation of myofiber growth and repair processes (Yan, Choi et al. 2003). Satellite cells 
are resident skeletal muscle myoblasts that contribute to myofiber growth and repair 
(Rosenblatt, Yong et al. 1994). However, that dose of radiation is much greater than the 
current study, which attempted to mimic spaceflight radiation. In the current study 
irradiated mice had fewer small diameter myofibers and a large increase in myofibers 
containing central nuclei. These changes indicate differential remodeling and 
regeneration in the muscle following irradiation. Further work is needed to establish if 
these irradiation-induced morphological changes are related to an altered metabolic 
capacity of specific myofiber types. Problems related to mitochondria function and the 
subsequent induction of myonuclear apoptosis could also be responsible for the increased 
incidence of regeneration. It also would be worth examining if this low level of 
irradiation had any negative impact on the ability of muscle satellite cells to activate and 
repair normal muscle damage induced by regular muscle use. There is the possibility that 
small decrements in satellite cell activation and/or mitochondria function could be 
additive the longer the muscle is exposed to irradiation. These changes in skeletal muscle 
could also further impact the loading on bone and further impact the skeletal system.  
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It is possible that the higher dose to the brain had an effect on the rest of the body. 
And, this effect could be regional, thus being more prominent in the forelimbs than in the 
hindlimb. However, it seems logical that the localization of the relatively high doses to 
the brain would be more probable to have a systemic rather than a regional effect. A lack 
of response in the tibia indicates that there is likely minimal systemic effect on the 
skeletal system, but a regional effect may be present.  
This study documents a clear response of cortical and trabecular bone to modeled 
galactic cosmic rays at a dose that is in the range of what an astronaut is expected to be 
exposed to on mission to Mars. This study also documents a response of muscle to 
radiation. With the known effects of weightlessness on the musculoskeletal system, 
additional challenges from radiation could further compromise the skeletal system and 
likely lead to increased fracture risk. Further study is needed to investigate the 
mechanisms behind these changes and thus enable appropriate countermeasure 
development.  
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FIG. 4.1. Histograms of track count measured in CR-39 plastic nuclear track detectors. 
Exposed in front of the collimator, behind the collimator and in the center and edge of the 
target column behind the collimator during 1 GeV/n Fe irradiations. 
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FIG. 4.2. Microcomputed tomography parameters of trabecular bone in the proximal 
tibiae and humeri. (A) trabecular bone volume fraction (BV/TV) and (B) trabecular 
thickness (Tb.Th). (* Significant difference versus control, P < 0.05) 
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FIG. 4.3. Microcomputed tomography parameters of cortical bone in the proximal tibiae 
and humeri. (A) polar moment of inertia (pMOI), (B) cortical porosity (Ct.Po), (C) 
cortical total volume (Ct.TV), and (D) cortical bone volume. (* Significant difference 
versus control, P < 0.05) 
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FIG. 4.4.  Triceps brachii myofiber cross-sectional area (CSA, μm2) distribution in non-
irradiated control and irradiated triceps. Frequency histograms and the frequency of fibers 
<1,700 μm2 and >3,000 μm2 were compared by a one-group χ2 analysis as previously 
described (Alway, Winchester et al. 1989; McClung, Mehl et al. 2005). Statistical 
significance of P < 0.05 was selected. 
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TABLE 4.1 
Trabecular Bone Microcomputed Tomography Parameters after Exposure to Mixed 
Particle Radiation 
 Humerus Tibia 
 Control Irradiated Control Irradiated 
Conn.D (1/mm3) 34.8 ± 4.1 28.9 ± 3.3 49.4 ± 4.7 43.3 ± 2.3 
SMI 2.89 ± 0.04 2.91 ± 0.06 2.70 ± 0.07 2.76 ± 0.03 
Tb.N (1/mm3) 3.65 ± 0.12 3.42 ± 0.10 4.22 ± 0.04 4.13 ± 0.08 
Tb.Sp (µm) 278 ± 9 297 ± 8 233 ± 3 239 ± 6 
vBMD (mg/cm3) 103 ± 3 95 ± 4 135 ± 5 131 ± 4 
Notes. Conn.D, connectivity density; SMI, structural model index; Tb.N, trabecular number; Tb.Sp, 
trabecular separation; vBMD, volumetric bone mineral density. Data reported as mean ± SE. 
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TABLE 4.2 
Morphological Characteristics of the Triceps Brachii after Exposure to Mixed 
Particle Radiation 
 Control Irradiated 
Mean CSA (μm2) 2239 ± 63 2372 ± 110 
CSA <1,700 μm2 (%) 31.1 23.6* 
CSA >3,000 μm2 (%) 25.4 24.1 
Central Nuclei (%) 0.86 ± 0.38 2.54 ± 0.60* 
Notes. CSA, cross-sectional area. Data reported as mean ± SE. 
* Denotes significant difference between Control and Irradiated (P < 0.05). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
EFFECTS OF PROTON IRRADIATION FOLLOWED BY DISUSE IN 
SKELETALLY MATURE MOUSE BONE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
During long-duration missions, astronauts will be exposed to both weightlessness 
and radiation, among other potential physiological challenges of the spaceflight 
environment. The response of bone to weightlessness has been studied in astronauts after 
low-earth orbit missions by means of volumetric quantitative computed tomography 
(vQCT) (Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004). Bone loss has been documented from these 
individuals at skeletal areas prone to fracture, including the vertebrae and hip. Estimated 
bone strength indices also decline following spaceflight (Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004), 
suggesting that observed bone loss compromises bone strength and thus potentially 
increases fracture risk.  
Radiation also represents a possible skeletal challenge during long-duration 
spaceflight. Multiple types of spaceflight-relevant radiation have been documented as 
having negative effects on trabecular bone (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 2006). Additionally, 
doses as low as 1 Gy of proton radiation, which may represent a realistic exposure 
scenario during a solar particle event, have also led to lower trabecular bone volume 
fraction (Chapter 3). However, the combined effect of irradiation and unloading has not 
been investigated.  
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Hindlimb suspension (HLS) is a widely used rodent model that simulates the skeletal 
unloading of weightlessness in the hindlimbs (Morey-Holton and Globus 2002). Mature 
mice have been documented to have reduced bone volume in the distal femur after two to 
three weeks of suspension on the order of what an astronaut would lose on a four to six 
month spaceflight (Judex, Garman et al. 2004; Squire, Donahue et al. 2004).  
To date there are no published investigations of the combination of unloading and 
radiation on bone. Understanding how the combination of these factors affects the 
skeletal system is necessary to appropriately plan for long-duration missions. This study 
aims to utilize the hindlimb suspension model to investigate the effects of irradiation 
followed by unloading on bone, combining two aspects of the spaceflight environment.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Animals 
Female C57BL/6 mice (Taconic Farms; Germantown, NY) were shipped to Loma 
Linda University at fifteen weeks of age and acclimatized for 1 week under standard 
vivarium conditions. All protocols were approved by the appropriate Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committees (Loma Linda University and Clemson University). Animals 
were grouped by mass (5 groups, n=15-17/group).  
 
Irradiation 
Two groups of animals were irradiated (IRR) with the remaining animals serving as 
non-irradiated controls (NR). Immediately prior to irradiation, each mouse (test and 
sham-irradiated) was placed individually into a rectangular plastic box (30 x 30 x 85 mm) 
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with air holes, as previously described (Gridley, Pecaut et al. 2002). A maximum of 6 
mice were irradiated simultaneously within a 20 x 20 cm field. Whole-body irradiation 
was performed using 250 MeV protons from the synchrotron accelerator housed at the 
Loma Linda University Medical Center, as previously described (Gridley, Pecaut et al. 
2001; Gridley, Pecaut et al. 2002). Mice were irradiated at the entrance region of the 
Bragg curve, receiving a total dose of 1 Gy over ~1.7 min. Mice were irradiated behind a 
400 x 400 mm2 polystyrene phantom. Dose calibration was performed using a Markus 
parallel plate ionization chamber (NIST traceable). The calibration method in ICRU 
Report 59 (International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements. 1998) was 
used to convert the ionization signal to dose in water. After the mice were irradiated, they 
were observed until they resumed normal posture and behavior. After irradiation, all mice 
were shipped to Clemson University. One day after arrival at Clemson University, one 
non-treated group was killed and tissues collected to serve as a baseline control (BSL) to 
account for changes in growth over the course of the study.  
 
Hindlimb Suspension 
One day after irradiation, one group of the irradiated and one group of the control 
mice were hindlimb suspended (HLS) with the remainder serving as normally loaded 
controls (LC). This produced the following 5 groups: non-irradiated and normally loaded 
(NR+LC), irradiated and normally loaded (IRR+LC), non-irradiated and hindlimb 
suspended (NR+HLS), and irradiated and hindlimb suspended (IRR+HLS).  
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Hindlimb suspension was performed as described previously, with slight 
modifications (Simske, 1992). Briefly, mice were suspended at approximately a 30° 
angle using a custom-built tail harness consisting of a 25 mm x 30 mm section of Akton® 
viscoelastic polymer padding (~3 mm thick; Action Products, Hagerstown, MD, USA) 
surrounded by a 30 mm long piece of Tygon R-3603 plastic tubing (5/16” ID; Saint-
Gobain Performance Plastics, Northboro, Massachusetts, USA). The tail harness was 
attached via steel wire to a swivel clip mounted to a guide wire running the length of the 
cage. Mice were able to access all areas of the cage because of the swivel between the 
dowel and the wire. Mice were provided with standard laboratory rodent diet and water 
ad libitum. 
 
Study Endpoint 
At the end of the four week suspension period, all mice were anesthetized with 
isoflurane and exsanguinated by cardiac puncture, and then cervical dislocation was 
performed to ensure death. Hindlimbs were removed, and both tibiae and femora were 
cleaned of nonosseous tissue. The left femur of each animal, required for mechanical 
testing and compositional analysis, was allowed to air-dry for 48 h. The right femur and 
tibia were fixed in a 10% neutral buffered formalin solution for 48 h, rinsed with distilled 
water, and stored in 70% ethanol. 
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Serum Analyses  
At sacrifice, samples of whole blood were collected by cardiac puncture and serum 
was separated. Markers of bone turnover present in the serum were measured using 
ELISA kits for osteocalcin (BT-470, Biomedical Technologies, Inc.; Stoughton, MA) 
and TRAP5b (SB-TR103, Immunodiagnostic Systems Inc.; Fountain Hills, AZ). All 
procedures were performed according to the manufacturers’ protocols.  
 
Bone Microarchitecture Analysis 
Cortical and trabecular bone architecture was analyzed using microcomputed 
tomography (µCT80, Scanco Medical; Basserdorf, Switzerland) with an isotropic voxel 
size of 10 μm. Trabecular microarchitecture was scanned immediately distal to the 
growth plate in the proximal tibiae as well as immediately proximal to the growth plate in 
the distal femur. Analysis of trabecular bone was performed on 100 slices (1.0 mm total), 
producing images for visual inspection and bone parameters. Bone morphometric 
parameters were quantified using Scanco software. Trabecular parameters included: 
trabecular bone volume fraction (BV/TV); connectivity density (Conn.D); trabecular 
thickness (Tb.Th); trabecular number (Tb.N); trabecular separation (Tb.Sp); and 
trabecular vBMD. Cortical analysis was performed immediately distal to the region of 
trabecular analysis in the tibiae and immediately distal to the region of trabecular analysis 
in the femur with 30 slices (0.3 mm) selected at each site. Bone volume (BV), cortical 
porosity (Ct.Po), and polar moment of inertia (pMOI) were calculated from these 
sections.  
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Mechanical Testing 
Left (air-dried) femora were rehydrated in PBS for 90 min prior to evaluation to 
simulate in vivo properties (Broz, Simske et al. 1993). Three-point bending tests were 
performed using an Instron 5582 (BlueHill 2 software, Instron Corp.; Norwood, MA). 
Femora were tested to failure with a 9 mm span length and a deflection rate of 5 mm/min. 
All bones were tested in the same orientation: the single-point load was applied mid-
diaphysis on the posterior surface. The maximal force (N) and deflection (mm) were 
measured for all mechanically tested bones. These two properties were also determined at 
the elastic limit (Pe, δe) and the failure point. Stiffness (N/mm) was calculated from 
elastic force/elastic deflection (Pe/δe). 
 
Mineral Composition 
Mineral-content analysis was performed on fractured femora. Prior to analysis, the 
enlarged ends of the femora were separated where the distal and proximal metaphyses 
join the diaphysis. Mineral content data was obtained separately from bone ends and 
diaphysis. A properly calibrated microbalance (Mettler Toledo UMT2; Columbus, OH) 
was used for all measurements. Dry mass (DryM) was measured after heating the bones 
to 105ºC for 24 hours. Mineral mass (MinM) was measured after the bones had been 
ashed by baking at 800ºC for another 24 hours. Percent mineralization was calculated by 
the formula %Min=(MinM)/(DryM)*100.  
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Statistics 
Statistical analysis of results was completed using SigmaStat software v3.5 (Systat 
Software Inc.; San Jose, CA). Comparisons were made using a two-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) with Holm-Sidak multiple pair wise follow-up tests to reveal 
significance between groups. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05. Results are 
reported as mean ± SE. 
 
RESULTS 
The purpose of this study is to utilize the hindlimb suspension model to investigate 
the effects of irradiation followed by unloading on bone, combining two aspects of the 
spaceflight environment. 
 
Animal Mass 
At sacrifice, baseline animals were slightly lighter (0.1 to 0.9g) than groups 
sacrificed at the end of the one month study. There were no differences in animal mass 
between individual experimental groups at the end of the study. However, overall, 
suspended animals were lighter than normally loaded controls.  
 
Trabecular Bone Microarchitecture Analysis 
Compared to control animals (NR+LC), BSL mice had higher BV/TV, as well as 
overall trabecular bone quality, as measured by other trabecular parameters. Overall, both 
suspension and irradiation had significant effects on trabecular bone parameters. 
Normally loaded irradiated mice (IRR+LC) had significant differences in trabecular bone 
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parameters in the tibia compared to non-irradiated normally loaded mice (NR+LC), 
including BV/TV, vBMD, Conn.D, SMI, Tb.Sp, and Tb.N (Figure 5.1). Non-irradiated 
suspended mice (NR+HLS) had significant differences in trabecular bone parameters in 
the tibia compared to non-irradiated normally loaded control (NR+LC), including 
BV/TV, vBMD, Conn.D, SMI, Tb.Sp, and Tb.N (Figure 5.1). When irradiation and 
suspension were combined, irradiated suspended mice (IRR+HLS) had significantly 
different trabecular bone parameters in the tibia compared to non-irradiated suspended 
mice (NR+HLS), including Tb.N, Tb.Sp, and SMI (Figure 5.1). However, in trabecular 
bone parameters where the effect of suspension was extremely large (BV/TV, vBMD, 
and Conn.D) IRR+HLS values were not significantly different from NR+HLS (Figure 
5.1).  
Normally loaded irradiated mice (IRR+LC) had significant differences in trabecular 
bone parameters in the femur compared to non-irradiated normally loaded mice 
(NR+LC), including BV/TV, vBMD, Conn.D, and SMI, but Tb.N and Tb.Sp were not 
significantly different (Figure 5.2). Non-irradiated suspended mice (NR+HLS) had 
significant differences in trabecular bone parameters in the femur compared to non-
irradiated normally loaded control (NR+LC), including BV/TV, vBMD, Conn.D, SMI, 
Tb.Sp, and Tb.N (Figure 5.2). In the femur, irradiated suspended mice (IRR+HLS) had 
significantly different SMI compared to non-irradiated suspended mice (NR+HLS) 
(Figure 5.2). All other trabecular bone parameters in the femur, including BV/TV, 
vBMD, Conn.D, Tb.Sp, and Tb.N, were not significantly different between IRR+HLS 
and NR+HLS (Figure 5.2). 
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Cortical Bone Microarchitecture Analysis 
In both the tibia and femur, suspended mice had significantly different cortical bone 
parameters, including Ct.TV, Ct.BV, Ct.Po, and pMOI, than normally loaded controls 
(Table 5.1 and Table 5.2). Cortical bone parameters for irradiated mice, including Ct.TV, 
Ct.BV, Ct.Po, and pMOI, were not different from non-irradiated controls (Table 5.1 and 
Table 5.2).  
 
Serum Analyses  
Serum markers for bone turnover, including osteocalcin and TRAP5b, were not 
significantly different for irradiated mice compared to normally loaded mice (Table 5.3). 
Similarly, suspended animals did not have significantly different levels of osteocalcin 
compared to normally loaded controls (Table 5.3). However, suspended mice did have 
significantly higher levels of TRAP5b, compared to normally loaded control mice (Table 
5.3).  
 
Mechanical Testing 
Irradiation had no effect on the mechanical competency of femora tested in three-
point bending, including stiffness, maximum force, elastic force, and fracture deflection 
(Table 5.4). However, hindlimb suspension resulted in reduced mechanical competency, 
with significantly different parameters including stiffness, maximum force, elastic force, 
and fracture deflection (Table 5.4).  
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Mineral Composition 
Percent mineralization in the femur was not significantly different between normally 
loaded irradiated mice (IRR+LC) and non-irradiated normally loaded mice (NR+LC) 
(Table 5.5). Percent mineralization was lower in non-irradiated suspended mice 
(NR+HLS) than in non-irradiated normally loaded mice (NR+LC) (Table 5.5). 
Combining irradiation and suspension (IRR+HLS) resulted in lower percent 
mineralization than suspension alone (NR+HLS) in the epiphysis and overall, but not in 
the diaphysis (Table 5.5).  
 
DISCUSSION 
The results of this study confirm that 1 Gy of proton radiation has deleterious effects 
on trabecular bone. Additionally, this study broadens the scope of the bone loss that 
occurs. Not only was trabecular bone loss demonstrated in the proximal tibia, but in the 
distal femur as well. This demonstrates that the effect of radiation on bone is not specific 
to one site. While previous results demonstrated bone loss four months after exposure 
(Chapter 3), this study demonstrates a similar amount of bone loss in the tibia one month 
after irradiation (15% vs 13%), suggesting that the loss may be permanent.  
Another important aspect of this study is the fact that the bone loss occurred in 
skeletally mature mice. While high-LET spaceflight radiation has been demonstrated to 
lead to bone loss in mature mice (Chapter 4), the effect of low-LET protons on bone in 
skeletally mature animals has not been previously studied. Since astronauts on long-
duration missions will be skeletally mature, this is an important finding. Additionally, 
these results indicate that the bone loss is not likely due to changes in growth. While it is 
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possible that the mechanisms behind bone loss are different between growing and mature 
animals, the fact that similar bone loss occurred in both studies indicates that a common 
mechanism is likely, and that alterations in growth are not behind the loss.  
In this study, BV/TV, and other measures of trabecular bone quality were lower in 
animals sacrificed at the end of the one month study, compared to baseline mice. This 
loss of bone is consistent with previous investigations of trabecular bone parameters with 
age (Halloran, Ferguson et al.; Ferguson, Ayers et al.). 
The four-week suspension period had large effects on trabecular bone. Suspended 
non-irradiated mice had 90% and 77% lower vBMD than normally loaded non-irradiated 
mice in the tibia and femur, respectively. It is highly improbable that astronauts will 
encounter this degree of bone loss on a long-duration mission. Indeed, if unloading 
induces this degree of loss, the effect of irradiation is likely inconsequential. Moreover, 
with this degree of bone loss, it may be extremely difficult to measure any additional 
significant bone loss. That is, with a trabecular bone volume fraction of 2.4% after 
suspension alone, it is unlikely that additional bone loss would be measurable. 
Even with the large negative effects of suspension, it is possible to see some effects 
from irradiation after suspension. In the tibia, parameters less affected by suspension 
(<50%, e.g. SMI, Tb.Sp, and Tb.N) exhibited an additive effect when irradiation was 
combined with suspension. Additionally, parameters where the effect of suspension was 
large, irradiated and suspended mice did not have significantly different values than 
suspension alone, but values were less than suspension alone. Percent mineralization was 
also different for the combination of irradiation and suspension compared to suspension 
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alone. While these data do not allow for definitive conclusions about the combination of 
irradiation and suspension, it does indicate that with a less severe unloading model, the 
effects of irradiation and suspension may be additive.  
These data demonstrate a clear deleterious effect of four weeks of unloading on 
cortical bone in mature mice, and corresponding decreases in mechanical competency. To 
the author’s knowledge, the greatest measured bone loss after suspension in skeletally 
mature mice is 59% in BALB mice two weeks of suspension (Judex, Garman et al. 2004). 
Other studies have noted bone loss on the order of 10-25% after two to three weeks of 
suspension, depending on site and strain of mouse (Amblard, Lafage-Proust et al. 2003; 
Squire, Donahue et al.; Squire, Brazin et al. 2008). The much greater bone loss in the 
current study indicates that bone loss is occurring in the fourth week of suspension, and 
does not appear to plateau during this period. While a shorter duration suspension period 
would better model the bone loss likely to occur in an astronaut on a four to six month 
spaceflight, the high degree of loss in this longer suspension period does raise interesting 
questions regarding the possible degree of bone loss in astronauts on a two to three year 
Mars mission. This is further complicated by the possible period of partial loading while 
on the surface of Mars. Further study is needed to understand the effects on bone of 
various scenarios of unloading alone and in addition to radiation.  
This study also confirms that the effect of proton radiation is trabecular specific. 
Previous work did not demonstrate any proton effect on cortical bone (Chapter 3). This 
study indicates that the combination of unloading and radiation does not have a greater 
effect than suspension alone. However, as with trabecular bone, it is possible that with a 
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less severe unloading model, radiation may have an effect on cortical bone when 
combined with unloading. 
An important factor to consider when interpreting these data is the study design of 
irradiation followed by unloading. While this is the most logistically feasible study 
design, it does not perfectly model what would likely happen if astronauts were exposed 
to a large amount of proton radiation from a solar particle event. Astronauts will likely 
experience some degree of skeletal unloading before irradiation occurs. At this point, 
there is no data to suggest how the timing of irradiation compared to unloading would 
affect the response of the skeletal system. 
Another aspect to consider is the modeling of spaceflight radiation. While a solar 
particle event has a high particle fluence compared to galactic cosmic rays, the total dose 
from an event would be delivered over a period of hours to days instead of minutes, as in 
the current study. The effect of dose rate on the response of bone is unknown, and further 
study is necessary to characterize any potential skeletal effects.  
Another aspect of modeling spaceflight radiation that must be considered is the 
potential for exposure to mixed radiation from galactic cosmic rays in addition to protons 
from a solar particle event. Previous results (Chapter 4) indicate that mixed radiation may 
have more of an effect on bone than a single type. Thus, the effects of proton radiation 
(e.g. a solar particle event) on bone may be greater in the presence of other radiation 
types (e.g. galactic cosmic rays).  
The results of this study demonstrate that a 1 Gy of proton radiation has deleterious 
effects on trabecular bone in the tibia and femur. While the effect of unloading is 
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overwhelming after four weeks of suspension and does not allow for definitive 
conclusions about the combination of irradiation and unloading, these data do indicate a 
possible additive effect of radiation and unloading. Further study is needed to better 
model the spaceflight environment and to understand the potential risks to the skeletal 
system, such that strategies to mitigate these risks might be developed.  
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FIG. 5.1. Trabecular bone parameters in the proximal tibia after 1 Gy proton irradiation 
and one month hindlimb suspension. Experimental groups include baseline control 
(BSL),  normally loaded (LC), and hindlimb suspended (HLS), with gray columns 
representing non-irradiated (NR) and black columns representing irradiated (IRR). 
Abbreviations for volumetric bone mineral density (vBMD); trabecular bone volume 
fraction (BV/TV); connectivity density (Conn.D); trabecular number (Tb.N); trabecular 
separation (Tb.Sp); and structural model index (SMI). Significance (P < 0.05) denoted by 
(*) for IRR+LC versus NR+LC, (†) for NR+HLS versus NR+LC, (‡) for IRR+HLS 
versus IRR+LC, and (#) for IRR+HLS versus NR+HLS. 
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FIG. 5.2. Trabecular bone parameters in the distal femur after 1 Gy proton irradiation 
and one month hindlimb suspension. Experimental groups include baseline control 
(BSL), normally loaded (LC), and hindlimb suspended (HLS), with gray columns 
representing non-irradiated (NR) and black columns representing irradiated (IRR). 
Abbreviations for volumetric bone mineral density (vBMD); trabecular bone volume 
fraction (BV/TV); connectivity density (Conn.D); trabecular number (Tb.N); trabecular 
separation (Tb.Sp); and structural model index (SMI). Significance (P < 0.05) denoted by 
(*) for IRR+LC versus NR+LC, (†) for NR+HLS versus NR+LC, (‡) for IRR+HLS 
versus IRR+LC, and (#) for IRR+HLS versus NR+HLS. 
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TABLE 5.1 
Cortical Bone Microcomputed Tomography Parameters in the Proximal Tibia after 
1 Gy Proton Irradiation and One Month Hindlimb Suspension 
 pMOI (mm4) Ct.TV (mm3) Ct.BV (mm3) Ct.Po (%)
BSL 0.570 ± 0.012 0.281 ± 0.003 0.244 ± 0.003 13.2 ± 0.3 
NR+LC 0.571 ± 0.015 0.279 ± 0.004 0.244 ± 0.004 12.7 ± 0.4 
IRR+LC 0.585 ± 0.015 0.287 ± 0.004 0.251 ± 0.004 12.3 ± 0.4 
NR+HLS 0.468 ± 0.014† 0.226 ± 0.004† 0.187 ± 0.003† 17.0 ± 0.3† 
IRR+HLS 0.473 ± 0.015‡ 0.225 ± 0.004‡ 0.189 ± 0.004‡ 16.3 ± 0.4‡ 
Notes. Experimental groups include baseline control (BSL); non-irradiated and normally loaded (NR+LC), 
irradiated and normally loaded (IRR+LC), non-irradiated and hindlimb suspended (NR+HLS), and 
irradiated and hindlimb suspended (IRR+HLS). Abbreviations for polar moment of inertia (pMOI); 
cortical total volume (Ct.TV); cortical bone volume (Ct.BV); and cortical porosity (Ct.Po). Data reported 
as mean ± SE. Significance (P < 0.05) denoted by (†) for NR+HLS versus NR+LC and (‡) for IRR+HLS 
versus IRR+LC. 
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TABLE 5.2 
Cortical Bone Microcomputed Tomography Parameters in the Distal Femur after 1 
Gy Proton Irradiation and One Month Hindlimb Suspension 
 pMOI (mm4) Ct.TV (mm3) Ct.BV (mm3) Ct.Po (%)
BSL 0.684 ± 0.012 0.289 ± 0.003 0.254 ± 0.003 12.0 ± 0.3 
NR+LC 0.685 ± 0.013 0.284 ± 0.003 0.252 ± 0.003 11.1 ± 0.3 
IRR+LC 0.686 ± 0.014 0.286 ± 0.003 0.256 ± 0.003 10.7 ± 0.3 
NR+HLS 0.545 ± 0.013† 0.225 ± 0.003† 0.192 ± 0.003† 14.8 ± 0.3† 
IRR+HLS 0.542 ± 0.016‡ 0.223 ± 0.004‡ 0.189 ± 0.004‡ 15.2 ± 0.4‡ 
Notes. Experimental groups include baseline control (BSL); non-irradiated and normally loaded (NR+LC), 
irradiated and normally loaded (IRR+LC), non-irradiated and hindlimb suspended (NR+HLS), and 
irradiated and hindlimb suspended (IRR+HLS). Abbreviations for polar moment of inertia (pMOI); 
cortical total volume (Ct.TV); cortical bone volume (Ct.BV); and cortical porosity (Ct.Po). Data reported 
as mean ± SE. Significance (P < 0.05) denoted by (†) for NR+HLS versus NR+LC and (‡) for IRR+HLS 
versus IRR+LC. 
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TABLE 5.3 
Serum Markers of Bone Turnover after 1 Gy Proton Irradiation and One Month 
Hindlimb Suspension 
 TRAP5b (U/L) Osteocalcin (ng/mL) 
BSL 12.7 ± 1.3 79 ± 10 
NR+LC 9.4 ± 1.6 143 ± 14 
IRR+LC 9.2 ± 1.6 124 ± 16 
NR+HLS 20.3 ± 1.6† 130 ± 22 
IRR+HLS 25.0 ± 1.7‡ 99 ± 15 
Notes. Experimental groups include baseline control (BSL); non-irradiated and normally loaded (NR+LC), 
irradiated and normally loaded (IRR+LC), non-irradiated and hindlimb suspended (NR+HLS), and 
irradiated and hindlimb suspended (IRR+HLS). Data reported as mean ± SE. Significance (P < 0.05) 
denoted by (†) for NR+HLS versus NR+LC, (‡) for IRR+HLS versus IRR+LC, and (#) for IRR+HLS 
versus NR+HLS. 
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TABLE 5.5 
Percent Mineralization in the Femur after Irradiation and One Month Hindlimb 
Suspension 
 Total Epiphysis Diaphysis 
BSL 60.1 ± 0.3 56.0 ± 0.4 66.0 ± 0.3 
NR+LC 61.0 ± 0.2 56.4 ± 0.3 66.9 ± 0.3 
IRR+LC 60.8 ± 0.2 56.5 ± 0.3 66.3 ± 0.3 
NR+HLS 56.9 ± 0.2† 51.1 ± 0.3† 63.7 ± 0.3† 
IRR+HLS 56.0 ± 0.2‡# 49.2 ± 0.4‡# 64.1 ± 0.4‡ 
Notes. Experimental groups include baseline control (BSL); non-irradiated and normally loaded (NR+LC), 
irradiated and normally loaded (IRR+LC), non-irradiated and hindlimb suspended (NR+HLS), and 
irradiated and hindlimb suspended (IRR+HLS). Data reported as mean ± SE. Significance (P < 0.05) 
denoted by (†) for NR+HLS versus NR+LC, (‡) for IRR+HLS versus IRR+LC, and (#) for IRR+HLS 
versus NR+HLS. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results from the studies present in this dissertation indicate that spaceflight-
relevant radiation doses and types pose a challenge to the skeletal system. The major 
radiation exposure risk on a lunar mission is due to a solar particle event, mainly 
composed of protons. While it is impossible to accurately predict if a solar particle event 
will occur during a mission, and how severe this event may be, 1 Gy is accepted as a dose 
that must be considered for planning purposes. During a two to three year mission to 
Mars, astronauts will be exposed to a cumulative, mixed particle radiation dose of 0.4 to 
0.5 Gy. Bone loss following modeled spaceflight radiation at these doses represents a 
potential problem for astronauts and necessitates future research. 
Bone loss is known to occur during long-duration spaceflight in low-Earth orbit, 
with only minimal radiation exposure (Lang, LeBlanc et al. 2004). The results from this 
dissertation confirm that space radiation is another risk to the skeletal system, and that the 
effects of unloading and irradiation may be additive. These findings build a foundation 
for future research to identify the risks to the skeletal systems of astronauts and develop 
countermeasures to mitigate these risks. 
The conclusions from the research performed include the following: 
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Chapter 3 Conclusions 
• A 1 Gy dose of acute, whole-body proton radiation resulted in significantly reduced 
bone volume four months after irradiation, while a 0.5 Gy dose has no measured 
effects on the skeletal system. This is particularly important since 1 Gy is accepted as 
the appropriate dose for mission-planning purposes. 
• Whole-body proton radiation at doses ranging from 0.5 to 2 Gy had no measured 
effect on cortical bone four months after irradiation.  
• Markers of bone turnover were similar in irradiated and non-irradiated mice four 
months after irradiation, suggesting that any changes in bone turnover that may have 
occurred following irradiation have stabilized. 
 
Chapter 4 Conclusions 
• A 0.47 Gy dose of mixed particle radiation, modeling an astronaut’s exposure to 
galactic cosmic rays on a Mars mission, resulted in declines in trabecular bone 
volume and trabecular thickness. While previous results have shown similar bone loss 
following a 2 Gy dose of proton, carbon, or iron radiation (Hamilton, Pecaut et al. 
2006), this study (compared to Chapter 3), indicates that high-LET radiation has a 
lower threshold for bone loss.  
• A 0.47 Gy dose of mixed particle radiation had deleterious effects on cortical bone. 
Previous examination of a 2 Gy dose of carbon or iron radiation has not shown 
definitive effects on cortical bone. This study demonstrates that mixed radiation had 
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more of an effect on cortical bone than did single radiation types at a dose four times 
greater.  
• Spaceflight-radiation-induced bone loss occurs in skeletally mature mice. As 
astronauts on long-duration missions will be skeletally mature, confirmation that 
radiation-induced bone loss in mice is not limited to growing animals is important.  
• Exposure to spaceflight radiation resulted in changes in skeletal muscle, including 
muscle fiber cross-sectional area distribution and central-nuclei containing fibers. 
Changes in the properties of skeletal muscle could impact the loads imparted upon the 
skeletal system and further influence bone morphology. 
 
Chapter 5 Conclusions 
• A 1 Gy dose of proton radiation induces bone loss in skeletally mature mice. One 
month after irradiation nearly every measured trabecular bone in nearly parameter 
was compromised.  
• Trabecular bone loss following proton radiation occurs in the femur. Previous 
examinations of trabecular bone have focused solely on the proximal tibia. Bone loss 
in the femur confirms that radiation-induced bone loss is not a site-specific 
occurrence.  
•  A four-week hindlimb suspension induces severe cortical and trabecular bone loss in 
skeletally mature mice. Compared to previous studies implementing two to three 
week suspension periods, a large amount of bone loss occurs during week four. Thus, 
during long periods of unloading, the rate of bone loss does not plateau with time.  
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• After irradiation followed by suspension, some measurements of bone quality, 
including trabecular number and trabecular separation, were different relative to 
suspension alone. However, for parameters where the effect of unloading was large, 
the addition of irradiation did not significantly affect trabecular bone. It is unclear if 
irradiation combined with a less severe unloading model would result in additive 
effects of radiation and unloading. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Understanding the Time-Course of Space-Radiation-Induced Bone Loss 
Fully understanding the response of the skeletal system is critical to assessing the 
risk to astronauts and developing countermeasures. The studies presented here measured 
response at one to four months after acute radiation exposure. While similar deficits in 
bone volume fraction at these time points indicates that loss is permanent, longer and 
more thorough time points are necessary to confirm this. Similarly, the lack of 
differences in bone turnover markers at these time points indicates that the mechanisms 
leading to bone loss occur earlier. Thus, to understand how bone loss progresses after 
irradiation, a full time-course examination is necessary. Investigating the response of 
bone in the first weeks and even days after radiation will provide insight into the 
progression of radiation-induced bone loss. 
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Understanding the Mechanisms Behind Radiation-Induced Bone Loss 
In order to effectively develop countermeasures to radiation-induced bone loss, 
understanding the mechanisms behind the bone loss is crucial. Implementing histological 
and histomorphometric techniques will be important in this process. Using data from a 
time course examination will be an important step in this process. By understanding how 
bone loss progresses after irradiation, techniques aimed at investigating the mechanisms 
can be implemented at time points where bone loss is occurring most rapidly.  
 
Modeling Spaceflight Radiation 
The studies presented in this dissertation have limitations in the modeling of 
spaceflight radiation. One of the most obvious of these limitations is the dose rate at 
which the animals are exposed. Space radiation exposure occurs at a much slower rate 
than the acute exposure used here. While better dose-rate models of spaceflight radiation 
are difficult because of technological and logistical limitations, improvements will be 
important to characterize the risk that radiation presents to the skeletal system of 
astronauts.  
The results of Chapter 4 raise another important issue in the modeling of spaceflight 
radiation, that of radiation composition. While previous examination of a higher dose of 
iron and carbon radiation have resulted in minimal response of cortical bone, a lower 
dose of mixed radiation types resulted in definitive negative effects. This is especially 
important to consider given that examinations of spaceflight radiation typically use a 
monoenergetic beam of protons, carbon ions, or iron ions. The biological response to a 
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mixed radiation field may not be appropriately represented by exposure to a single 
radiation source. Implementing studies, such as the one presented here, that involve 
combined exposure to many particle types of various energies is vital to accurately 
gauging the response of the skeletal system and other tissues within the body.  
 
Combination of Unloading and Irradiation 
The results of Chapter 5 represent the first examination of the skeletal system after 
combined unloading and irradiation. As exposure to radiation during long duration 
spaceflight will occur in combination with weightlessness, understanding how the 
combined effect of these environmental stimuli is critical. The results of this first 
examination indicate that a less severe model of unloading would more appropriately 
model a lunar mission. Thus, a shorter duration of hindlimb suspension, possibly three 
weeks, should be used in the future. Various iterations combining unloading and 
irradiation should be implemented to model a solar particle event occurring at various 
stages of a lunar mission. These combinations should include irradiation occurring at the 
end of a period of unloading, in the middle of a period of unloading, and at other points. 
Furthermore, a partial weight-bearing model should be investigated to mimic the 
conditions on the lunar surface.  
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